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ABSTRACT


The recent emergence of the Linked Data approach for publishing data represents a major step forward in realizing the original vision of a web that can "understand and satisfy the requests of people and machines to use the web content" i.e. the Semantic Web. This new approach has resulted in the Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud, which includes more than 295 large datasets contributed by experts belonging to diverse communities such as geography, entertainment, and life sciences. However, the current interlinks between datasets in the LOD Cloud as we will illustrate are too shallow to realize much of the benefits promised. If this limitation is left unaddressed, then the LOD Cloud will merely be more data that suffers from the same kinds of problems, which plague the Web of Documents, and hence the vision of the Semantic Web will fall short.

This thesis presents a comprehensive solution to address the issue of alignment and relationship identification using a bootstrapping based approach. By alignment we mean the process of determining correspondences between classes and properties of ontologies. We identify subsumption, equivalence and part-of relationship between classes. The work identifies part-of relationship between instances. Between properties we will establish subsumption and equivalence relationship. By bootstrapping we mean the process of being able to utilize the information which is contained within the datasets for improving the data within them. The work showcases use of bootstrapping based methods to identify and create richer relationships between LOD datasets. The BLOOMS project (http://wiki.knoesis.org/index.php/BLOOMS) and the PLATO project, both built as part of this research, have provided evidence to the feasibility and the applicability of the solution.
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Introduction

Digital data is omnipresent and is nowadays an integral part of our life. For the first time in the existence of humanity digital devices and sensors are capturing more snapshots and corresponding data than they can process and analyze. This data flood calls for new platforms for storage, analysis and computation which can keep up with the influx and make sense of this deluge. A popular term which technology analysts have used to describe this data revolution is 'Big Data'.

A recent report by McKinsey Global Institute [78] highlights some interesting statistics about big data. In 2010, more than 4 billion people or 60 percent of the world’s population was using mobile phones. About 12 percent of these people used a smart phone and thus effectively acting as sensors and contributing in the growth of big data. The report goes on to report that more than 30 million sensor nodes are active in various sectors of economy and they are expected to grow at the rate of 30 percent annually. This never seen before flood of data has called for a change in the global computing paradigm. The report has a positive view about the change that can be unleashed because of the growth of data and its potential impact with some notes of caution and call for action. One such note is about changes required in technology and techniques in order to capture the full potential of the the data revolution. More specifically it talks about the need for innovation required to help individuals and organizations to integrate, analyze and consume the deluge of data. The report correctly warns that this data by itself is worthless and the holy grail lies in making sense of this data. This dissertation is a step in the direction of making sense of this data by achieving the goals of scalable data integration, querying and analysis.
1.1 Goals of this Dissertation

The goal of this dissertation is to develop a set of methodologies for systematically integrating, querying and analyzing big datasets. The objective is to develop the technique and also evaluate them on big data. More concretely the goals are as follows:

1. Develop and evaluate techniques for data alignment which can cover heterogeneous and massive datasets related to various domains and contributed by community of users.
2. Develop and evaluate approach for scalable querying of datasets which can exploit the data alignment.
3. Develop and evaluate approach for richer relationships such as part-of between data entities.
4. Develop and evaluate approach for querying of datasets which can resolve the apparent mismatches between query constraints and data modeling.

1.2 Contributions

Conceptual contributions and the artifacts created to support the contributions are discussed next.

1.2.1 Conceptual Contributions

- The dissertation provides a conceptual framework for using crowd generated data to identify semantic relationships between entities. Most of the previous works in the field of ontology matching depend on using linguistics based or rule based techniques for the purpose of relationship identification. The techniques presented in this dissertation are unique as they rely on noisy data generated independently by people to alleviate the issues plaguing the LOD cloud. These techniques have been implemented by BLOOMS [61], BLOOMS+ [67] and PLATO systems.
- The dissertation presents the only approach of its kind which allows for identification of part-of relationships between entities. Further it also identifies the six different kind of part-of relationships
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presented in [118]. This approach utilizes data from both within the structured web as well as unstructured web to identify this relationship. Identification of different types of relationships is extremely important in order to create new and intelligent applications.

- The dissertation presents an approach for querying LOD cloud or any other independently published data sources by creating an overarching schema. Using the relationships identified by the approaches in the previous two items, a schema can be generated for the purpose of reasoning and proper knowledge representation. This schema can be utilized for the purpose of query answering and processing without knowing the individual datasets. This approach makes it easier to query and identify relevant knowledge from the LOD datasets. The applicability and ease of this approach has been demonstrated using the LOQUS system [64].

- The applicability of these approaches has been validated empirically on big data datasets using real data from Linked Data cloud. The experiments demonstrate that these approaches are scalable and work well even in case of noisy data.

The work though is a small step in the overall idea of using information contained within the datasets to improve the data. The approach has a potential to be used for solving numerous other research challenges such as question answering and knowledge representation.

1.2.2 Artifacts

1. BLOOMS - An approach and system for bootstrapping ontology alignment using the LOD cloud. BLOOMS does not only significantly outperform state-of-the-art ontology alignment systems in LOD schema alignment; it also outperforms most other systems on the Ontology Alignment Initiative benchmark, and is roughly on par with the other best performing other system.

2. BLOOMS+ - An approach and system called BLOOMS+ for contextual ontology alignment of LOD ontologies. BLOOMS+ uses a more sophisticated metric to determine which classes between two ontologies to align and BLOOMS+ considers contextual information to further support (or reject) an alignment. A comprehensive evaluation of the solution using schema-level mappings from LOD ontologies to an upper level ontology is also presented. The results validate that the solution performed
well on this task and significantly outperformed existing ontology alignment solutions (including BLOOMS) on this same task.

3. **PLATO** - An approach and system for automatic detection of part-of relationships in the context of the LOD cloud. PLATO’s approach of mining the Web to detect and validate the relationships for LOD cloud is rather unique and thus extends the existing arsenal of ontology engineering methods. The work also provides a formal representation of the partonomy classification created by Winston. The system has been evaluated to detect part-of relationships between hundreds of entities from prominent ontologies in the LOD cloud such as DBpedia and Freebase.

4. **PARQ** - An approach for rewriting SPARQL Queries, written from a users perspective without worrying about the underlying representation of information. The work utilizes partonomic transformation rules to re-write SPARQL queries. PARQ has been comprehensively evaluated on third party data (queries and dataset) and shows that it is able to re-write and answer queries not answered by a SPARQL processing system. We demonstrate PARQ can significantly improve precision without any recall loss.

5. **LOQUS** - An approach for querying LOD without knowing individual datasets. The system Linked Open Data SPARQL Querying System (LOQUS) allows users to effectively pose queries to the LOD cloud without having to know the exact structure and links between its many datasets. LOQUS automatically maps the users query to the relevant datasets (and concepts) using an upper level ontology; then executes the resulting query; and finally merges the results into a single, complete answer. A qualitative evaluation of LOQUS on several real-world queries demonstrates that LOQUS allows users to effectively execute queries over the LOD cloud without a deep understanding of its datasets. LOQUS is compared with existing query systems for the LOD cloud to highlight the pros and cons of each approach.

1.3 **Chapter Overview**

The dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 details about Semantic Web and the related technologies are presented. It discusses details about World Wide Web, its limitations and how Semantic Web
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vision goes towards fixing some of the limitations. It gives details about ontologies which are the pillar of Semantic Web. It gives details about RDF and its usage in knowledge representation on the Semantic Web. The chapter concludes by giving details about the different kinds of relationships which occur in nature and are represented using ontologies.

Chapter 3 presents details about the principals for data interlinking on the Semantic Web known as the Linked Data. It describes the collection of interlinked ontologies which have been constructed using these principals. It identifies some of the applications created using these principals and datasets. The chapter concludes by identifying the challenges arising out of the interlinking of massive independent datasets.

Chapter 4 presents details about BLOOMS approach for Ontology Alignment on the Linked Data. It describes our technique which relies on bootstrapping and utilization of information from the web. The chapter also demonstrates a comprehensive evaluation of our approach on the publicly available datasets which are part of Linked Data cloud. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach as a general purpose ontology alignment tool by showing results from publicly available benchmarks.

Chapter 5 builds upon chapter 4 in terms of enhancing the BLOOMS approach to take contextual information into account. It utilizes contextual information from and outside the ontologies to identify correct matches for concepts. The effectiveness of this approach is also demonstrated by showing results from publicly available benchmarks.

Chapter 6 presents the PLATO approach for identification of partonomical relationship between entities on the LOD cloud. The approach relies on using data within the ontologies and on the web to identify this relationship. The chapter also consists of a comprehensive evaluation showing the effectiveness of this approach on LOD ontologies.

Chapter 7 builds on Chapter 6 by presenting the PARQ approach for querying partonomical relationship from ontologies. The approach allows a user to query an ontology for partonomical relationship without knowing the granularity of modeling of information. The chapter presents a comprehensive evaluation of this approach with other state of the art systems using third party dataset and benchmarks.

Chapter 8 presents builds on Chapter 4,5 and 7 by presenting the LOQUUS approach for querying information on the LOD cloud without knowing the individual datasets and relationships between them. The
LOQUUS approach utilizes output from BLOOMS to identify the relationship between the individual datasets. The work presents an evaluation of this system with other state of the art systems for querying information from LOD cloud.

Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation with an overview of the research work, future directions where the research methodologies can be applied and ongoing work related to it.
Semantic Web and State of the Art

Semantic Web is widely understood to be a means of making content understandable to machines and agents using meta-data, reasoning and information integration [15, 14] and helping users find information easily. The basic idea of what 'Semantic Web' is, has been around for over two decades. Like World Wide Web it still relies on the use of URIs and using them to denote entities.

Slowly and steadily major industrial players have started realizing the potential and power of Semantic Web technologies. Consequently in the recent past there has been a big uptake in the adoption of Semantic Web technologies with major IT, pharmacy and bio-medical industries using the Semantic Web technologies for knowledge representation and discovery.

In this chapter, we cover the basic details related to Semantic Web and the various components which are involved in the making of semantic web.

2.1 Introduction

The idea of semantics or meaning is as old as the existence of humanity itself. Mankind has always been curious about the meaning of their existence, life and humanity. Right from its inception the focus has been on identifying relationships between entities, phrases, symbols and signs. Semantics as a field is related to various fields such as linguistics, formal logic and semiotics. It is perhaps quite apparent that the term Semantics is a phrase with multiple meanings and applicability. However, for the purpose of this dissertation usage of the term semantics is in regards to a web with meaning.

Much before Semantic Web, the concept of Semantic Network was introduced by Allan M. Collins,
Elizabeth F. Loftus and M. Ross Quillian in their research work \(^1\) in [26, 27]. The main idea behind their research work was to represent "semantically structured knowledge" by inserting metadata about hyperlinks interlinking web pages. Using this metadata intelligent agents could obtain more information and automate tasks such as information harvesting and performing simple tasks for users.

Sir Tim Berners-Lee who was also the inventor of the World Wide Web coined the term Semantic Web. He defines semantic web as "a web of data that can be processed directly and indirectly by machines" \([13, 40]\). After Sir Tim Berners-Lee became the director of World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the idea of semantic web was placed under its umbrella. However, a lot of the technologies which play an important role towards fulfilling the vision of Semantic Web existed long before the adoption by W3C such as RDF, which originated from MCF \(^2\). Later on W3C published a specification for the RDF data model and XML based syntax in 1999. In 2004, a set of related specifications were released and most of the people are familiar with this version of RDF. Even before the advent of RDF, researchers in the AI community were making efforts to devise ways to capture and infer knowledge. AI researchers argued that by creating new computational models automated reasoning can be enabled. Around 1980, the AI community started referring to these models as 'ontologies'.

2.2 Ontology

'Ontology' as a term has different meanings depending on the perspective and the interest of the audience. The word 'Ontology' by itself means 'being', 'science', 'study'. It is an old phrase with roots in philosophy and logic. For the purpose of this dissertation though, the focus is on the term from a semantic web perspective.

In the area of Information Science, an Ontology formally represents the knowledge of a domain by describing (a) the various concepts related to the domain (b) the relationships between the concepts. Using an ontology it is possible to reason about the entities and draw new knowledge using the inferencing mechanisms. An ontology relies on a shared vocabulary and the vocabulary is used to model the domain.

\(^1\)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_Web

\(^2\)http://www.guha.com/mcf/
In [49] an ontology has been defined as ”An ontology is a description (like a formal specification of a program) of the concepts and relationships that can formally exist for an agent or a community of agents. This definition is consistent with the usage of ontology as set of concept definitions, but more general. And it is a different sense of the word than its use in philosophy.”

An ontology has many different components which are used for capturing the various components of the domain. Some of these components are

1. **Individuals**: The objects or entities relevant to the domain which are to be represented. The notion of objects in ontology is similar to the notion of objects in Object-oriented Programming.

2. **Class**: An abstraction or generalization of the objects being represented. It can be also understood as a set or collection of the objects relevant to the domain.

3. **Attributes**: Attributes capture the value of the properties of the different entities. Both classes and instances can have attributes.

4. **Relations**: Relationships define ways in which instances and classes can be related to instances or classes.

5. **Restrictions**: Define conditions which must be true for the assertion to be valid. Restrictions are typically placed using properties.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of an ontology and the different components defined earlier.

Using these and other components a wide variety of ontologies can be constructed for the purpose of knowledge representation and reasoning. Ontologies are traditionally of two different types depending on the granularity of the modeling.

### 2.2.1 Domain Specific Ontology

A domain ontology as the name suggests models a particular domain. It captures the various classes, entities and the relationships between them. An example of such as a domain specific ontology would be pizza ontology which models concepts and properties related to pizza.

2.2. ONTOLOGY

2.2.2 Upper Level Ontology

An upper level ontology represents objects and relationships in a way which is valid across various domain specific ontologies. For example, if there is a collection of ontologies about geography and events, an upper level ontology would abstract out the common concepts between them. These will include notions of space and time. An upper level ontology helps with resolving the mismatches which can arise between different domain ontologies. They usually contain a basic set of terms and relationships which can be applied across different ontologies. Example of some well known Upper Level Ontologies include SUMO [88], DOLCE [43] and PROTON [109, 31].

Ontologies are typically created using a W3C standard for creation of meta-model namely RDF.

2.2.3 Basic Relationships present in Ontologies

A key enabler of Semantic Web is the notion of relationships between entities [101] in an ontology. These relationships are asserted manually by the ontology creator or identified automatically between entities modeled in the ontology. While, it is possible to assert any relationship which occurs in nature in an ontology, there are certain core set of relationships which are very significant for knowledge representation using ontologies. Some of these core relationships have been described in [106, 118] and are as follows:

- **is a**: One of the most fundamental relationship which occurs in nature. It is used for indicating...
an entity is of a specific type and possesses the attributes of that type. It is identical to indicating in Object-oriented programming that object x belongs to class y. Tools used for automatically identifying relationship between entities such as BLOOMS [61], BLOOMS+ [67] and others [23] predominantly identify *is a* relationship. An example of such relationship is *Joe is a person.*

• **part of:** This relationship is used to indicate relationship between an entity and other entity which are parts of it or make it. More details about this relationships are have been presented in a subsequent chapter of this dissertation and in [62]. An example of such relationship is *Dayton is located in Ohio.*

• **containment:** This relationship is present between an entity and another entity surrounding it. It is different from a part of relationship as the entities are not attached to each other but are only present within. An example of such relationship is *The president is in the White House.*

• **adjacency:** Adjacency relationship is very fundamental for any entity with spatial and temporal extent as it indicates other entities which lie at close proximity to it without any other entity being present in between. An example of such relationship is *Mexico is adjacent to United States.*

• **transformation:** It is a schema level relationship where members retain their identity but their classification is changed as a result of an operation. An example of such relationship is *an embryonic oenocyte changes into arval oenocyte. Thus preserving its identity but changing into a different kind of creature.*

• **derives from:** This relationship occurs between entities when an entity changes into another entity at a later point of time. This relationship is related to ‘transformation’ relationship but at the instance level. An example of such relationship is *coffee powder is derived from coffee beans.*

• **preceded by:** This relationship indicates a temporal relationship between two entities such as an entity or event occurred before the other entity or event. An example of such relationship is *snowfall is preceded by cold weather.*

• **succeeded by:** This relationship indicates a temporal relationship between two entities such as an entity or event occurred after the other entity or event. An example of such relationship is *sunrise is succeeded by dawn.*
An important objective of this dissertation is to build tools and techniques for automatic identification of some of these semantic relationships. However, before that can be achieved, we need ways to read and write the models which assert these relationships between entities. One such technique for reading and writing the semantic models is RDF.

2.3 RDF

Resource Description Framework or RDF is a method for modeling of web information and conceptual description. It is encoded using a number of ways such as Turtle [9], RDF/XML [8]. The main conceptual idea behind RDF is to make statements about resources especially Web Resources using the standard format of subject-predicate-object expressions. The subject denotes the entity or resource about which the statement is being made, whereas the Property indicates the information about the subject to be conveyed. The object captures the value of this property for the entity. For example a statement such as ‘Wright State University is located in Dayton’ can be denoted by making Wright State as the subject, located in as the property and Dayton as the object. RDF specification states that the subject should be a URI or a blank node. The property of any statement should be a URI. The object of a statement can be a resource or a literal. If the object of any statement is a URI, it can be reused as a subject for any other statement as well. Thus, a simple collection of these statements encoded using RDF constitutes a directed graph.

Figure 2.2 shows an example of an RDF graph.

In this graph simple statements such as resource denoted by http://www.w3.org/People/EM/contact#me has fullName Eric Miller is made. The same resource has email address em@w3.org.

A model used for representing knowledge is of limited use unless it can be queried. Just like for RDBMS, SQL is used for querying the underlying data, for RDF there is a querying language called SPARQL.
2.4 SPARQL

SPARQL is a recursive acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language. SPARQL is an RDF query language that can be used for querying and retrieving information stored using RDF format. Like any other typical query language SPARQL has a grammar and format and queries have to be expressed using this format.

A typical SPARQL query primarily consists of one or more triple patterns combined together using a clause for conjunction, disjunction or an optional pattern. Once a query is constructed it can be used to query local RDF data or a remote RDF store. It is also possible to distribute parts of SPARQL query to different data sources and then integrating the answers after the individual queries have been answered.

The following is the sample of a SPARQL query on the RDF graph introduced earlier in figure 2.2.

```sparql
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
SELECT ?name ?email
WHERE {
  ?person foaf:name "Eric Miller";
  foaf:email "emi@w3.org";
  foaf:givenName "Dr";
  foaf:familyName .
}
```

Figure 2.2: Example of an RDF Graph. Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-primer/
?person a foaf:Person.
?person foaf:name ?name.
)

The simple query returns the name and email of any entity which is of type person in the RDF. name and email with the SELECT clause indicating the variables of interest. A variable in a SPARQL query is indicated by using a $ and/or ? symbol. The remaining part following the WHERE clause denotes the triple pattern which should be matched with the underlying RDF graph for information to be returned by the SPARQL query.

### 2.4.1 SPARQL Query Types

SPARQL allows for four different query types which are as follows

1. SELECT Query: Used for obtaining values for variables which are indicating using a triple pattern or combinations of triple patterns from a datasource.

2. CONSTRUCT Query: Used for obtaining values from a graph and constructing a RDF graph using the values.

3. ASK Query: Used for getting a simple true or false answer from an RDF graph for a query.

4. DESCRIBE Query: Used for obtaining an RDF graph from the end point. The contents of this RDF graph and serialization depend on the implementation of the endpoint.

All the four different queries contain a WHERE clause to indicate the triple patterns of interest and the constraints.

Ontologies, RDF and SPARQL together provide the capabilities which are required to fulfill the original vision of semantic web [15]. However, all this data in isolation is of limited use. An ontology about tourist attractions is of limited use without data about places for food and lodging. An ontology about senator voting
records is of limited usage without data about industries in their congressional district. The semantic web community soon realized these limitations of the state of the art and started working interlinking of diverse but potentially related datasets by using RDF links [116]. This interlinking has lead to the emergence of *Linked Open Data*. 
Linked Data

The term Linked Data refers to four simple principles specified by Sir Tim Berners-Lee for publishing and linking datasets to each other \(^1\). These four principles as specified on the webpage are as follows

1. Use URIs as names for things.

2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names.

3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards (RDF\(^*\), SPARQL).

4. Include links to other URIs. so that they can discover more things.

While simple, these principles are powerful and have led to a revolution in data publishing on the web. Just like hyperlinks have helped in creating a web of documents, these principles have lead to the emergence of Web of Data \(^17\). The data in this collection consists of various domains such as life science, entertainment, government legislations and population.

In some cases the datasets are maintained by a single person such as 2000 U.S. Census in RDF \(^2\) while datasets such as Ordnance Survey Linked Data \(^3\) are maintained by government organizations. It is believed that the LOD Cloud can significantly benefit both the AI and the Semantic Web communities by enabling new classes of applications and enhance existing tasks such as querying, reasoning, and knowledge discovery. To exemplify, a scientist interested in exploring the relationship between the presence of the spider "Agelenopsis emertoni" and weather patterns, can do so easily with the help of the LOD Cloud

---

as the Geospecies dataset gives information about the spider “Agelenopsis emertoni,” and the interlinking of Geospecies with Geonames makes it easy to explore the different kinds of information related to the locations where it can be found (Wisconsin), the locations where it cannot be found (Iowa, Minnesota), and the topography of these regions. Thus, in this scenario, the interlinks might help in programatically identifying and analyzing the topographical patterns related to Iowa and Minnesota which make it difficult for this spider to survive in those regions.

### 3.1 Technology

Linked Data principles rely on using Uniform Resource Identifiers or URIs. URIs are very fundamental to the Semantic Web as all RDF Resources are supposed to be denoted using URIs [83]. While URLs are extremely popular and have been used as identifiers for Web documents, URIs provide a mechanism to identify any object which exists in the world but may not exist on the web [12]. They can also be used to denote abstract objects that are figments of our imagination. Since LOD heavily uses HTTP based technologies, it can be said to be built on top of the Web of Documents.

While documents on the Web are interlinked using hyperlinks, RDF Links are in the form of RDF Triples [16]. The simple technique for RDF Links involves using a Subject from one namespace and/or dataset and an object belonging to a different dataset. Figure 3.1 shows a simple example of this interlinking. Here the Resource for the Major League Baseball team Cincinnati Reds in DBpedia is denoted to be same as Cincinnati Reds in Freebase. When the resource http://dbpedia.org/page/Cincinnati_Reds is looked up, the server returns an RDF graph providing more details about the team. This process of looking up the resource and getting the associated RDF graph back from the server for it is known as dereferencing. Similar kind of results are obtained when the lookup is done for the property owl:sameAs and the Freebase resource for Cincinnati Reds.

---

3.2 Linked Open Data

The 4 linked data principles have been utilized by the Semantic Web community to link various ontologies to each other and create a massive collection of interlinked datasets known as the Linked Open Data\(^5\). Table 3.1 lists some of the datasets available as a part of LOD Cloud.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size in triples (approx)</th>
<th>Some datasets linked to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>Information from Wikipedia</td>
<td>1 billion</td>
<td>Geonames, US Census, Freebase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geonames</td>
<td>Geographic data</td>
<td>153 million</td>
<td>DBpedia, Jamendo, FOAF Profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Census</td>
<td>2000 US Census data</td>
<td>1 billion</td>
<td>GovTrack, Geonames, DBpedia, US Census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GovTrack</td>
<td>Information about US Congress</td>
<td>2 billion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAFProfiles</td>
<td>Information about people</td>
<td>400k</td>
<td>SIOC, Flickr Exporter, Geonames</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Some Datasets that are Part of LOD Cloud

The initial push for publishing data using Linked Data principles came primarily from educational institutions as show in Figure 3.2 and most of the data was related to entertainment, publication and geography. However, the community soon realized the advantage and potential in this publication paradigm and as shown in Figure 3.3, in a matter of couple of years, LOD moved onto to over 100 datasets with universities, private companies, government organizations all heavily involved in this process.

This growth and participation of various organizations continues to this day, and as of now, the LOD cloud consists of over 300 datasets from diverse domains such as life science, clinical trials, geography, legislations and scientific publications. This trend of publishing and linking data to other datasets is supposed to continue and contribute towards development of applications for knowledge acquisitions and discovery.

\(^5\)http://linkeddata.org/
The next section presents a short summary of such end user applications along with their brief description. Please note, by no means this list is comprehensive and it only includes end user applications.

### 3.3 Applications

**BBC Music** BBC Music is an online application which provides information related to music and entertainment. It provides a unique URI for the entities such as artists, sound tracks, concerts and venues. It consumes data from MusicBrainz and Wikipedia (DBpedia), thus publishing data as well as consuming data from other sources. For example, it pulls in biographical information related to any artist from Wikipedia. Information about new music release related to any artist is pulled in from MusicBrainz.

**Watson** IBM Watson [42] is a Question and Answering system capable of parsing, understanding and answering queries provided in natural language. IBM Watson utilized some pieces of information available as a part of DBpedia dataset. The primary use of this information was to type candidate answers using type coercion [86]. Though it utilized a small chunk of the LOD datasets, its overall impact was around 5% towards improving the accuracy of the answers generated by Watson.

---

6. [http://www.bbc.co.uk/music](http://www.bbc.co.uk/music)
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Figure 3.3: Datasets available as part of LOD in 2009

**Faviki**  Faviki is a social bookmarking site which allows people to use Wikipedia articles as tags for describing their entities of interest. The site relies on consuming DBpedia behind the scene and thus is a consumer of LOD dataset.

**Application Lifecycle Management at IBM Rational**  IBM Rational is a collection of tools and suites which allow for software project management and deployment. IBM Rational Team has utilized Linked Data principles as an application model and as a technology for resolving integration related issues. IBM Product Tivoli has been using Linked Data principles in the system management domain.

**British Museum**  British Museum web portal provides information about various artifacts available in the various British Museums and information related to them. The website consumes data from different LOD datasets such as DBpedia and provides more information to readers about these artifacts than would be normally available.

---

8[http://www.faviki.com/](http://www.faviki.com/)

3.4 Challenges

The applications presented in the previous section clearly indicate that LOD datasets have been utilized by researchers and practitioners alike to extract knowledge and to discover new knowledge. However, the number of such applications is small and most of them utilize at most two dataset. There are practically no applications which utilize more than two datasets.

A glimpse at the current state of the interlinks and datasets indicate an important reason for the current state is due to the process used for knowledge modeling and interlinking. The current interlinks between datasets in the LOD Cloud are too shallow to realize much of the benefits promised. If this limitation is left unaddressed, then the LOD Cloud will merely be more data that suffers from the same kinds of problems which plague the Web of Documents, and hence the vision of the Semantic Web will fall short.

The growing number of datasets available on the LOD Cloud presents a challenge with regards to its usage, since on the one hand datasets such as DBpedia and Freebase offer massive amounts of information from diverse domains, while on the other hand there is no formal description of these or any other LOD Cloud components or their interlinking. If these issues can be alleviated then the LOD Cloud can be transformed from "merely more data" to "semantically linked data" by addressing the shortcomings identified in the following.

3.4.1 Absence of Schema Level Links

The LOD Cloud datasets lack schema level mappings and do not convey relationships between concepts of different datasets at the schema level. To exemplify, a feature in the Geonames schema can serve as a venue for an event, e.g the current model identifies "Atlanta in Georgia was the venue of 1996 Olympics" at the instance level. This creates significant limitations with respect to the reasoning potential which knowledge on the schema level would provide.
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3.4.2 Lack of Conceptual Description of Datasets

Identification of the domain of a dataset requires manual intervention. For example, currently there is no mechanism to describe that Jamendo\textsuperscript{10} captures music related information, whereas Geonames captures geographical information. This is a serious drawback if we envision applications that could seamlessly harness the vast number of facts present in the cloud. Although some efforts have been made to devise a solution to describe the datasets [96, 1], these approaches focus more on the statistical aspects of the datasets and do not cater to the requirements for capturing conceptual information. The presence of a conceptual description will help in making knowledge discovery automatic and systematic.

3.4.3 Lack of expressivity

The LOD Cloud is of very shallow expressivity as a knowledge base and thus hardly allows to make use of underlying formal semantics through reasoning. The LOD Cloud primarily consists of ground level RDF triples, and hence does not utilize rich expressive features provided by OWL or RDF Schema. To exemplify, there is inconsistency related to the population of Barcelona between DBpedia and Geonames. This could be detected (and hence fixed) by declaring the properties dbpedia-owl:populationTotal and geonames:population to be functional. Since instances of Barcelona in geonames and DBpedia are linked to each other using owl:sameAs, using an OWL reasoner, an inconsistency could be detected, since an instance cannot have multiple values for a functional property. The lack of such expressive features is a severe drawback as expressivity enhanced LOD Cloud could significantly help in knowledge discovery and thus promote the usage of the LOD Cloud in the scientific community and elsewhere.

This brings to fore the need for conflict resolution techniques using additional contextual information about the sources/provenance. Otherwise, available information in sources such as DBpedia can never be used because of presence of conflicting information.

The shortcomings identified above severely impact the usage and limit the applications that can be built using the LOD Cloud. To justify our arguments, the following section illustrates the impact of these

\textsuperscript{10}http://dbtune.org/jamendo/
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shortcomings on an important requirement related to knowledge discovery, namely the seamless querying of the LOD Cloud.

3.4.4 Difficulties with respect to querying

SPARQL [100] has emerged as the de-facto query language for the Semantic Web community. It provides a mechanism with which a user can express constraints and facts, and the entities matching those constraints are returned to the user. To ease this process from an infrastructural perspective, data contributors have provided public SPARQL endpoints to query the LOD Cloud datasets. However, the syntax of SPARQL requires users to specify the precise details of the structure of the graph being queried in the triple pattern. To illustrate, in order to formulate a query which spans multiple datasets such as "Select artists within Jamendo who made at least one album tagged as 'punk' by a Jamendo user, sorted by the number of inhabitants of the places where they are based", the user has to be familiar with multiple datasets, and has to express the precise relationships between concepts in the RDF triple pattern, which even in trivial scenarios implies browsing at least two to three datasets. In our previous work [65] we made progress towards alleviating this obstacle. But with respect to a systematic querying of the LOD Cloud we believe that the following challenges make the process difficult and will have to be addressed.

- **Schema heterogeneity:** The LOD Cloud datasets cater to different domains, and hence have been modeled differently. To exemplify, a user interested in music related information has to skim through at least three different datasets such as Jamendo, MusicBrainz, MySpace. This is perfectly fine from a knowledge engineering perspective, but it makes the querying of the cloud difficult as it requires users to understand the various heterogeneous schemas. This stems from the **Lack of Conceptual Description of the Datasets** as pointed out above. These issues are both at conceptual heterogeneity and syntactic heterogeneity. First requires non-trivial mapping between models, the second requires use of same-as or unit conversions between different syntax.

- **Entity disambiguation:** Often LOD datasets have overlapping domains and hence provide information about the same entity. To exemplify, both DBpedia and Geonames have information about the city of Barcelona. Although DBpedia references Geonames using the owl:sameAs property, from the
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perspective of querying this makes it difficult as it might confuse the user as to which is the best source to answer the query. This problem gets even more compounded when contradictory facts are reported for the same entity by different datasets. For example, DBpedia quotes the population of Barcelona as 1,615,908, whereas according to Geonames it is 1,581,595. One can argue this might be because of difference in the notion of the city of Barcelona. But that leads to another interesting question: Is the owl:sameAs property misused in the LOD Cloud? This issue is partly related to Lack of expressivity since there is no mechanism to perform verification of facts. Additionally, the LOD methodology prohibits reification of statements, thus disallowing assignment of context to statements.\(^\text{11}\)

Researchers have recognized the severity of this issue and techniques for fixing this issue have been proposed in [19, 117]. But it is not clear, how these works can be directly applied in the problems highlighted above with respect to LOD Cloud.

- *Ranking of results:* In scenarios where the results of a query can be computed and returned by multiple datasets, the result which should be ranked higher for a specific query becomes an interesting and important question. As presented above, the query related to population of Barcelona can be answered by multiple datasets such as Geonames and DBpedia, but which one of them is more relevant in a specific scenario is a relevant question. This issue has been addressed from the perspective of popularity of datasets by considering the cardinality and types of the relationships in [110], but not from the perspective of requirements with regard to a specific query.

Some of the LOD Cloud shortcomings identified above can be resolved by providing a systematic and formal description of the LOD Cloud. There is an apparent lack of an ontology which formalizes and systematically captures the information contained in LOD Cloud datasets. Such an ontology would bring multiple benefits with respect to the use of the LOD Cloud by providing systematic descriptions of the domains captured by the datasets, schema level linking of the datasets, additional schema-level axioms, and hence also better reasoning capabilities. Typically, such an integration would make use of an upper level ontology.

Indeed, in the past the Semantic Web community has relied on upper level ontologies such as Cyc [99], SUMO [88], or DOLCE [81] to integrate heterogeneous knowledge bases. For applications, these ontologies have been integrated with domain specific ontologies [34, 89] to provide advantages such as

\(^{11}\)Note that even OWL, in the forthcoming revision OWL 2 [58], allows for some simple metamodelling.
better knowledge discovery, reasoning, or consistency verification.

An upper level ontology typically describes the knowledge base at a very abstract level and thus may or may not convey schema-level knowledge for the grounded knowledge bases which are part of the LOD Cloud. The presence of diverse datasets indeed calls for an ontology which is sufficiently abstract to be able to link to the diverse LOD datasets, but at the same time is grounded enough to provide for easy mapping to LOD datasets. For transforming the LOD Cloud from ”merely more data” to ”semantically linked data” this integration should provide the following features:

3.4.4.0.1 Systematic and Formal Description of LOD Datasets  An upper level ontology captures various domains at a fairly abstract level. However the LOD extension of this upper level ontology should create a bridge between the abstraction of the ontology and instantiations available in the LOD Cloud. This will help in providing systematic and formal descriptions of the various ground statements, the classes to which the instances belong, and for identifying schema level relationships. As such, it will go a long way in creating a semantic description of the cloud, and thus help in identifying relationships between datasets at the schema level, and hence facilitate applications which need to perform reasoning over the cloud. Figure 3.4 depicts conceptually such an integration of SUMO with the LOD cloud. This issue has been recognized by other researchers and recently efforts have been made to utilize another well known upper level ontology Cyc [99] to provide a structural backbone to the LOD Cloud though UMBEL [10]. UMBEL contains schema level links to 21 different LOD Datasets, and thus is a much needed step in this direction. Another noticeable effort in this direction is the emergence of Linked Data Semantic Repository\textsuperscript{12}, which presents a reasonable view grouping of the several of the central datasets of the Linking Open Data (LOD) Cloud.

In a nutshell, at this time, there is no standard way of describing what an LOD dataset contains. Hence, there is a need for some kind of a conceptual description such as an ontology to describe these individual datasets.

3.4.4.0.2 Ease of Querying  An integrated upper level ontology will help for querying since the specific branches of the upper level ontology will be linked to the LOD Cloud, hence the user knows which

\textsuperscript{12}http://ldsr.ontotext.com/
sections of the cloud to look for. It also leaves scope for automated mechanisms for propagating queries over the cloud. To exemplify, if a user specified a SPARQL query in terms of the concepts of the upper level ontology, the mechanism will allow the query to propagate down and query data from actual datasets.

3.4.4.0.3 Checking Inconsistencies in the LOD Cloud An upper level ontology with axioms can help in detecting inconsistencies plaguing the linked data cloud. This extension can help in verification of the information captured by the LOD Cloud and thus identify and filter any inconsistent data. Inconsistencies, such as population of London\(^{13}\) can then be removed using this approach.

3.4.4.0.4 Ease of Maintenance and Extensibility Since the LOD Cloud continues to increase in size and will capture more diverse domains in the future, the extension should be easy to maintain to allow modifications, and should support extensibility to provide support for concepts which are not supported natively by the ontology.

\(^{13}\)http://iandavis.com/blog/2009/08/time-in-rdf-1
Finally a note on scalability issues: While it could be argued, that an attempt to enhance the LOD Cloud with more expressive schema-level knowledge might be doomed from the start due to difficulty of dealing with very large amounts of schema knowledge in ontology reasoners, we believe that this is not necessarily the case. Recent advances, in particular those reported around the Billion Triple Challenges at the International Semantic Web Conferences,\(^\text{14}\) show that reasoning over very large knowledge bases is within reach. Importing such reasoning into realistic applications over realistic datasets, as those in the LOD Cloud, however, requires further advances into reasoning with large volumes of noisy data, and indeed research efforts need to be undertaken to realize this. A general discussion of the issues involved in this can be found in [57].

In the next chapter this work presents a solution to the problems outlined in **Absence of Schema Level Links**. The solution relies on utilizing the knowledge available on the Web and within the different LOD datasets to alleviate the lack of schema knowledge.

\(^{14}\text{http://challenge.semanticweb.org/}\)
Ontology Alignment for Concepts on Linked Open Data

While LOD datasets are well interlinked on the instance level, they are very loosely connected on the schema level (see also Table 3.1). However, for tasks such as federated querying, knowledge discovery and reasoning there is a need for schema level relationships. One of the ways to identify schema level relationships is to investigate the field of Ontology Matching and experiment with state of the art ontology matching tools.

4.1 Ontology Matching

4.1.1 History

Identifying relationships between entities is a natural behavior of human mind. Humans have been doing it since our existence on this planet. However, the first comprehensive documentation about a taxonomic classification of relationships is Aristotle’s Organon [4]. The work introduces Aristotle’s classification of the different entities in along 10 different dimensions such as time, space, quantity and quality. While classification and identification of relationship has been covered in linguistics for eons, for the purpose of this dissertation the focus is on automated approaches to ontology matching.

Relational Databases [25] have long been used for the purpose of data modeling, storage and querying. Therefore, it is no surprise that the earliest work in this area is from the database community for schema matching. In [7] the authors have presented a comprehensive survey of some of the earliest techniques developed in the database community for the purpose of automatic schema matching. The work discusses a five
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step methodology for schema integration which was followed by other researchers in subsequent surveys. In [76] the authors have discussed the concept of semantic and dynamic attribute capturing for four different kinds of mapping. These mappings involved syntactic, table, functional and program based mappings. In [102] the authors have presented one of the first automated tools for database administrators and developers to achieve schema mapping. In [97] the authors have presented one of the most comprehensive surveys of the different techniques utilized for the purpose of database and xml schema mapping. They classify the techniques into schema level matchers and instance based matchers. For both these classifications they classify these techniques by linguistics based, rule based and constraint based. The work also describes hybrid matchers which combine one of the more specific techniques used for the purpose of schema matching.

4.1.2 Techniques

Researchers have utilized various techniques for the purpose of schema matching. These approaches have been broadly classified by [97] as following:

4.1.2.1 Name Matching

This technique relies on identifies concepts and/or properties with similar names in the schemas. The similarity could be of different types such as (i) string similarity (ii) canonical name similarity (iii) synonym equality (iv) hypernym equality (v) similarity based on substrings, pronunciation and edit distances. (vi) name similarity provided by user.

Using this kind of similarity matching it is possible to identify more than 1:1 match. Hence, it is possible to match ”phone” to both ”home phone” as well as ”office phone”.

4.1.2.2 Description Matching

Schema elements utilize string comments in order to explicitly indicate the semantics of the given elements. This technique relies on finding the similarity between the string description to identify the relationship
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between the elements. This technique could be as simple as finding the keywords from the string description and using them to match the elements. A more sophisticated methodology could involve parsing and understanding of the natural language description.

**4.1.2.3 Constraint-based Matching**

Constraints are often utilized in schemas to define the type of values which can be assigned to properties or classes. If both the schemas contain this kind of information, then it can be utilized by matchers to match elements with similar kind of constraints. This kind of approach is especially useful for owl based ontologies and/or database schemas. Both schemas utilize constraints to assign cardinality restricts, links to other entities and types of values that can be assigned. Thus by comparing the constraints assigned to any element it can be identified with which element is has the maximum semantic similarity.

**4.1.2.4 Instance based Matching**

Instances assigned to classes can be matched using one of the techniques mentioned earlier. Especially, linguistic based matchers, name and description matching are very useful for the purpose of this matching. Depending on relationships identified between instances, inferences can be made about schema level relationships between the classes of these instances.

Researchers have implemented and utilized these techniques to create state of the art systems for the purpose of schema matching. In the next section, we report on some of these tools.

**4.1.3 Tools**

In this section a report on some of the state of the art tools related to the area of ontology matching has been presented. These tools were selected due to the various techniques described in the previous section, used by them for the purpose.

- RiMOM: RiMOM is an ontology matching system which utilizes multiple strategies for performing the tasks [75]. The work identifies the similarity characteristics between different ontologies and em-
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employs the technique which is best suited depending on the measure of similarity. The work considers both the textual and semantic similarities of the ontologies. The task of alignment is performed by using machine learning based techniques.

- **ASMOV**: ASMOV utilizes lexical and structural similarity between ontologies to calculate similarity measure between ontologies [68]. ASMOV combines these similarities with formal semantics in order to measure if there are any inconsistencies and identifies and fixes them. The system eventually computes a similarity matrix indicating the semantic similarity scores.

- **AROMA**: AROMA is an ontology matching system which uses hybrid and extensional matching methods to identify relationships between OWL ontologies. The system is capable of finding equivalence and subsumption relations between entities issued of OWL ontologies [33].

- **TaxoMAP**: TaxoMAP is a system which performs alignments between OWL ontologies. The system utilizes the label of the concepts and using syntactic analysis tool TreeTagger [79] generates similarity between these labels.

- **OMViaUO**: OMViaUO utilizes upper level ontologies such as SUMO and DOLCE as semantic bridges in the ontology matching process [80]. The work demonstrates that the “nonstructural matching method” via OpenCyc and SUMO-OWL improves the precision and maintains the recall at the same time.

- **S-Match**: S-Match performs ontology matching between ontologies, taxonomies and catalogues. There are three different matching algorithms which are available with S-Match namely basic matcher, minimal matcher and structure preserving matcher.

However, it turns out that the performance of these systems on LOD schema datasets is rather poor, even though they performed fine on established benchmarks (see evaluation). Thus, there was a need to find a unique solution to LOD schema alignment which is known as BLOOMS. Details about BLOOMS are reported in the next section.
4.2 BLOOMS Approach

BLOOMS relies on the utilization of a bootstrapping based approach. The system computes alignments with the help of noisy community-generated data available on the Web. Currently, BLOOMS uses Wikipedia and the Wikipedia category hierarchy for this purpose. However there is no conceptual reason why one would not be able to use other inputs (or even existing upper-level ontologies or upper-level domain-specific ontologies) instead. This would simply result in a different bias for the alignment, which could potentially be exploited, e.g., for alignment tasks on narrower thematic domains (see also discussion of future work, Section ??). Furthermore BLOOMS utilizes the Alignment API [36] as a base system by exploiting its capabilities which complement the native BLOOMS bootstrapping approach.

BLOOMS is a system for schema alignment. For the purpose of this dissertation, schema alignment means the generation of links between class hierarchies (taxonomies), which are rdfs:subClassOf relations. For an example, if "Human" occurs in some dataset and "Woman" occurs in some other dataset, then BLOOMS would be expected (or any other ontology alignment system) to create a relation between these two classes in the form of an RDF triple "Woman rdfs:subClassOf Human". Note that two classes $A$ and $B$ will always be related by one out of four relationships: $A$ rdfs:subClassOf $B$, $B$ rdfs:subClassOf $A$, $A$ owl:equivalentClass$^1$ $B$, or none of the previous three.

At the core of the BLOOMS bootstrapping approach is the utilization of the Wikipedia category hierarchy. In essence, BLOOMS constructs a forest (i.e., a set of trees) $T_C$ (which are known as the BLOOMS forest for $C$) for each matching candidate class name $C$, which roughly corresponds to a selection of super-categories of the class name. Comparison of the forests $T_C$ and $T_B$ for matching candidate classes $C$ and $B$ then yields a decision whether or not (and with which of the candidate relations) $C$ and $B$ should be aligned. It is spelled out in detail in the next section.

BLOOMS accepts as input two ontologies which are assumed to contain schema information. It then proceeds with the following steps.

1. **Pre-processing of the input ontologies** in order to (i) remove property restrictions, individuals, and

---

$^1$This is semantically equivalent to stating both $A$ rdfs:subClassOf $B$ and $B$ rdfs:subClassOf $A$, and it is abstracted from the (syntactic) difference.
properties, and to (ii) tokenize composite class names to obtain a list of all simple words contained within them, with stop words removed.

2. **Construction of the BLOOMS forest** $T_C$ for each class name $C$, using information from Wikipedia.

3. **Comparison of constructed BLOOMS forests**, which yields decisions which class names are to be aligned.

4. **Post-processing** of the results with the help of the Alignment API and a reasoner.

More details and examples on the key steps just described are now presented. As a running example, the class names Event and JazzFestival taken from the LOD datasets DBpedia and Music Ontology are used, respectively.

**Pre-processing of the input ontologies.** This involves a straightforward algorithm which normalizes each input class name $C$ into a string $C'$ obtained by replacing underscores and hyphens by spaces, splitting at capital letters, and the like.\(^2\) For stop word removal the 319 stop words defined by the Information Retrieval Research Group of Glasgow University were used.\(^3\)

For the running example, JazzFestival is transformed to "Jazz Festival", whereas Event is not modified at all.

**Construction of the BLOOMS forest** $T_C$ from $C$. The first step in constructing $T_C$ is to invoke a call to the Wikipedia Web service using $C'$ as input. This Web service returns a set of Wikipedia pages\(^5\) $W_C$ as results of a search on Wikipedia for the words in the string. If a returned result is a Wikipedia disambiguation page, it is then removed from $W_C$ and replaced by all Wikipedia pages mentioned in the disambiguation page. The elements of the resulting set are called $W_C$ *senses* for $C$.

Concerning the running example, for Event, the Web service returns Event, Eventing, Sport, NFL Draft, News, Festival, Event-driven programming, Rodeo, Athletics at the Summer Olympics, and Extinction event.

---

\(^2\)The hyphens were removed manually, because they occurred only in one of the test ontologies, namely the AKT Portal Ontology (see Section 6.4).

\(^3\)There was no need to make use of a dictionary, mainly because the resulting strings are used as input to Wikipedia search, which works well without stemming etc.

\(^4\)http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/resources/linguistic_utils/stop_words

\(^5\)More precisely, their URLs.
Figure 4.1: BLOOMS trees for Jazz Festival with sense Jazz Festival and for Event with sense Event. To save space, some categories are not expanded to level 4.

In the next step, for each sense \( s \in W_C \), a tree \( T_s \in T_C \), called the BLOOMS tree for \( C \) with sense \( s \), is constructed, as follows.

- The root of the tree is \( s \).
- Children of \( s \) are exactly all the Wikipedia categories into which the Wikipedia page \( s \) is categorized.
- Subsequently, for each category \( c \) which is a node in the tree, its children are exactly all Wikipedia categories of which \( c \) is a subcategory.
- \( T_s \) is the resulting tree, which is cut at level 4 (i.e., branches of \( T_s \) have maximally 5 nodes, including the root).

The tree were cut at level 4 because the deeper levels involve Wikipedia categories which are very general, like "Humanities". These categories would be ineffective for the purposes.

Figure 4.1 shows the BLOOMS tree for Event with sense Event and for Jazz Festival with sense Jazz Festival.

**Comparison of constructed BLOOMS forests.** Any concept name \( C \) in the one input ontology is now matched against any concept name \( D \) in the other input ontology. This is done by comparing each \( T_s \in T_C \).
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with each $T_t \in T_D$. For this, a function $o$ is defined, which assigns a real number in the unit interval to each (ordered) pair of BLOOMS trees. The value $o(T_s, T_t)$, called the overlap of $T_t$ with $T_s$, is defined as follows.

1. Remove from $T_s$ all nodes for which there is a parent node which occurs in $T_t$. All leaves of the resulting tree $T'_s$ are either of level 4 or occur in $T_t$. Note that due to the way BLOOMS trees are constructed, only nodes from $T_s$ were removed which actually occur in $T_t$—They were removed because they do not give any essential additional information for comparing $T_s$ with $T_t$.

2. $o(T_s, T_t) = \frac{n}{k-1}$, where $n$ is the number of nodes in $T'_s$ which occur also in $T_t$, and $k$ is the total number of nodes in $T'_s$ (The root is not counted).

In the running example, the BLOOMS trees in Figure 4.1 are pruned beneath the dark gray nodes. This results in $o(T_{Event}, T_{Jazz Festival}) = \frac{3}{4}$ and $o(T_{Jazz Festival}, T_{Event}) = \frac{3}{5}$.

The decision on an alignment is then made as follows.

- If, for any choice of $T_s \in T_C$ and $T_t \in T_D$, it implies that $T_s = T_t$, then $C$ is set to owl:equivalentClass $D$.
- If $\min\{o(T_s, T_t), o(T_t, T_s)\} \geq x$ for any choice of $T_s \in T_C$ and $T_t \in T_D$, and for some pre-defined threshold $x$, then set $C$ rdfs:subClassOf $D$ if $o(T_s, T_t) \leq o(T_t, T_s)$, and set $D$ rdfs:subClassOf $C$ if $o(T_s, T_t) \geq o(T_t, T_s)$.

For the running example, $o(T_{Event}, T_{Jazz Festival}) > o(T_{Jazz Festival}, T_{Event})$, and therefore obtain Jazz Festival rdfs:subClassOf Event.

Post-processing. For post-processing, the Alignment API is first invoked for finding alignments between the original input ontologies. Those alignments returned with a confidence value of at least 0.95 are kept, and added to the results previously obtained. Then a reasoner is invoked (in fact, Jena) which finds inferred alignments. E.g., if $A$ is a subclass of $B$ in one of the input ontologies, and an alignment $B$ rdfs:subClassOf 6This threshold was typically 0.8 or 0.6 in the experiments in Section Evaluation, where it is discussed how to set suitable thresholds.

70.95 seems to be the lowest threshold generally giving indisputable results.
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C has already been found, then the alignment \texttt{A rdfs:subClassOf C} is also added, and finding these alignments is done using a reasoner. Finally the alignment results are serialized in the Alignment API format.

The BLOOMS approach as just described makes heavy use of Wikipedia/DBPedia for bootstrapping. It is natural to ask, if Wikipedia could be replaced with something else. In fact, any upper level ontology or thesaurus could be used, and perhaps there are even more options that were not considered. BLOOMS currently uses Wikipedia because it seemed an intuitive choice due to a number of reasons.

- Wikipedia provides wide thematic coverage.

- The Wikipedia category hierarchy is community-built and thus seemed a natural choice for an alignment system for community-built LOD datasets.

- Wikipedia provides a search feature which can be exploited. This search feature makes it possible to naturally include trees in BLOOMS forests which would be difficult to associate with the input concept name in a more contolled setting, e.g., when using an upper level ontology.

For this work the other alternatives have not been systematically investigated. The evaluation in Section 6.4 shows that the current approach using Wikipedia is already rather strong. It is left for future work to investigate to what extent alternatives would bring an increase in performance. It can be hypothesized that alternatives should indeed be very helpful for alignment in more specialized thematic domains, e.g., for life science data in the LOD Cloud. Potential alternatives include the following: Ontologies such as Cyc or SUMO, as used, e.g., in [80]; Thesauri such as WordNet;\footnote{WordNet is used by the Alignment API [36], and thus is indirectly utilized by BLOOMS approach.} Taxonomies created from Wikipedia, such as the one reported in [94]; or efforts like the Open Directory Project\footnote{http://www.dmoz.org/} or YAGO \cite{108}.

4.3 Evaluation

BLOOMS\footnote{BLOOMS is available from http://wiki.knoesis.org/index.php/BLOOMS} system has been implemented in Java on top of the Alignment API framework \cite{32}. BLOOMS utilizes the Jena Framework\footnote{http://www.openjena.org/} for parsing the ontologies, extracting the concepts and for the mentioned
A comprehensive evaluation of BLOOMS has been performed using third party datasets and other state-of-the-art systems in ontology matching. More specifically, BLOOMS has been evaluated BLOOMS in two different ways. Firstly, the ability of BLOOMS to serve as a general purpose ontology matching system was evaluated, by comparing it with other systems on the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) benchmarks.\textsuperscript{12} Secondly, BLOOMS was evaluated for the purpose of LOD schema integration and compared it with other systems for ontology matching on LOD schema alignment.

Established in 2004 by leading researchers in the area of ontology matching, the OAEI aims at forging consensus on methods available for schema matching/ontology integration. As a part of this initiative various datasets and reference alignments between these datasets have been made available for evaluating the performance of the participating systems. The systems are evaluated on various parameters such as precision, recall, endurance to lack of structure in the ontologies and absence of properly named concepts.

The initiative consists of various tracks such as a benchmark track, instance matching and oriented matching. The datasets mainly belong to the very narrow domain of bibliographic information with a number of alternative ontologies of the same domain for which alignments are provided. BLOOMS was evaluated on both the benchmark track and the oriented matching track. In the former the task is to identify (only) equivalence relationships. In the latter the task is to identify subclass relationships. The objective of the BLOOMS system is naturally aligned with these two tracks. Furthermore, the OAEI provides with baselines, and results from the previous version of the oriented matching track are available on the web.\textsuperscript{13}

In the 2009 initiative, there were five major systems in the oriented matching track: ASMOV [68], CSR [107], RiMOM [75], AROMA [33] and TaxoMAP [52]. RiMOM and AROMA were picked, for the following reasons: (1) RiMOM was the top system in the oriented track in terms of f-measure and available for download. It was one of the consistent performers in the past two years. (2) AROMA ranked second in the 2008 event. (3) Another important factor was the availability of systems for download in order to run experiments on LOD datasets using them.\textsuperscript{14} (4) RiMOM and AROMA utilize different techniques and

\textsuperscript{12}http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
\textsuperscript{13}http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2009/results/oriented/
\textsuperscript{14}In the OAEI 2009 initiative there were other systems which performed better than RiMOM, namely ASMOV, Lily and CSR. However, ASMOV is a commercial system and the free version runs only on OAEI 2009 datasets and
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hence this gives good variety in the techniques utilized for the purpose of matching. RiMOM, in fact, automatically determines which ontology alignment methods to use for a particular matching task, and what kinds of information to use in the similarity calculation and how to combine multiple methods as necessary. AROMA is an ontology matcher which utilizes association rule mining.

In order to achieve more breadth in the evaluation, recent systems which have not participated in the OAEI were also included. OMViaUO [80] utilizes upper level ontologies such as SUMO and DOLCE as semantic bridges in the ontology matching process. S-Match [47] is another novel approach in which semantic correspondences are discovered by computing and returning, (as a result) the semantic information implicitly or explicitly codified in the labels of nodes and arcs.

Some of the systems had tunable parameters. As mentioned in Section 6.3, BLOOMS was used with a threshold value of 0.8 for the ontologies belonging to the same domain, and used a value of 0.6 where one of the ontologies was an abstract ontology such as DBpedia or SUMO. This was done for the following reasons: (1) BLOOMS trees for concepts belonging to the same domain were expected to have higher overlap. (2) Relations between an abstract and a domain specific ontology can be found using a lower overlap. This is because BLOOMS trees constructed for concepts in the domain specific ontology will usually require more nodes to become generic enough in order to match a concept of the more generic ontology.

For RiMOM, while evaluating on LOD datasets, based on the understanding a number of thresholds were specified in the ”MatchThreshold” parameter, which range from 0.3 to 0.8. However, the execution with the different parameters always resulted in the same output. On inspection of the results, it was found that there were entries with threshold values as low as 0.01 in the output file.

For AROMA, a threshold of 0.6 for ”lexicalThreshold” was utilized. While parameters below 0.5 were too low and resulted in very poor precision, higher thresholds such as 0.8 resulted in identification of very few results. If guidelines were available for deciding the thresholds, it might have been able to tune the system in a better way.

S-Match GUI does not provide functionality for tuning threshold. 

therefore cannot be used on LOD datasets. CSR is not available for download and requests for an evaluation copy remained unanswered. TaxoMAP and Lily did not work due to platform incompatibility issues, and support requests were not answered in time.
Table 4.1: Results on the oriented matching track. Results for RiMOM and AROMA have been taken from the OAEI 2009 website. Legends: Prec=Precision, Rec=Recall, A-API=Alignment API, OMV=OMViaUO, NaN=division by zero, likely due to empty alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A-API</th>
<th>OMV</th>
<th>S-Match</th>
<th>AROMA</th>
<th>RiMoM</th>
<th>BLOOMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1XX</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2XX</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3XX</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OMViaUO literature was consulted to get information related to setting suitable thresholds. However, there was no discussion related to this. Further, with respect to the Alignment API and OMViaUO, altering the threshold values (even to 0) did not result in any significant improvement of results on LOD datasets. For the Alignment API and OMViaUO the threshold was kept at 0.5 to achieve an optimum balance between precision and recall.

4.3.1 Evaluation: Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative Oriented Track.

In order to test the quality of mappings generated using BLOOMS, the system was run on the oriented datasets using the reference alignment and compared its performance with the other systems mentioned above. Table 4.1 presents the results on the oriented matching track of the OAEI. The different tests 1XX, 2XX, and 3XX comprise of matching a single source ontology (101) to other ontologies beginning with the prefix digit of the test. Thus, test 1XX comprises of matching ontology 101 to ontologies 101, 103, and so forth. Similarly 2XX comprises of matching ontology 101 to ontologies 201, 202, and so forth. Unlike the ontologies used in the tests 1XX and 2XX which are created by the organizers, the test 3XX comprises of ontologies which have been created by other organizations and are used in the real world. The precision and recall figures were computed using the baselines and results made available on the OAEI website.

In the oriented matching track, BLOOMS along with RiMOM provided superior results in the test 1XX. For the test 2XX, all systems including BLOOMS show a drop in the performance. The reasons for this drop might be the following. (1) Some ontologies in test 2XX contain concepts from French. Thus
systems which rely on lexico-syntactic tools obviously have difficulties with these ontologies.\textsuperscript{15} (2) Some of these ontologies consist of concepts with random names where the matching has to be done on the basis of structure alone.

For the test 3XX, BLOOMS outperforms the other systems in its recall without comprising on its precision. The reasons for the superior performance of BLOOMS could be the following: (1) Wikipedia has a large number of articles with a rich category hierarchy in which the articles and categories summarize the concepts mentioned in the real world ontologies. (2) The ontologies in these tests are of related domains (e.g. Scientific Publishing) and therefore, require a higher overlap between the BLOOMS trees for two concepts to be related. A higher overlap threshold enforces that the concepts and their corresponding BLOOMS trees have to be very similar. This reduces the number of false positives. (3) The mentioned invocation of a reasoner allows to identify some of the concepts which otherwise have to be found using the structure of the ontology.

The other systems (besides RiMOM) suffer from poor precision and recall due to a variety of reasons. (1) A number of systems such as OMViaUO generate only equivalence mappings. In the oriented matching track, the provided reference alignments consist mainly of subsumption relationships. (2) While S-Match provides good results for the recall, its precision is affected by a plethora of results which are generated for the ontologies. S-Match produces two different output files. The ”default results” files were utilized, since it gives a larger number of results. The other file ”minimal results” produces a very small set of results, which one could expect to have a higher precision but lower recall, but this is not necessarily the case. For example, for matching ontologies 101 and 103, S-Match produced 267 results in the default file (precision: 0.46; recall: 0.50), and 57 in the minimal file (precision: 0; recall: 0). (3) OMViaUO could not produce satisfactory results due to poor matching performance. The reason for this could be the absence of required ontological concepts in WordNet and in the upper level ontologies utilized by OMViaUO. (4) The Alignment API also suffered from poor precision and recall due to reasons similar to those for OMViaUO. (5) It is assumed AROMA suffers from poor results due to difficulties in identifying association rules related to the ontologies.

\textsuperscript{15}In future investigations, one could attempt to exploit the fact that Wikipedia is available in many languages, and that the different-language versions are in fact interlinked.
Table 4.2: Comparison of various systems on the benchmark track. Results for RiMOM and AROMA have been reused from the OAEI 2009 website. Legends: Prec=Precision, Rec=Recall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>S-Match</th>
<th>OMViaUO</th>
<th>Alignment API</th>
<th>BLOOMS</th>
<th>AROMA</th>
<th>RiMoM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prec</td>
<td>Rec</td>
<td>Prec</td>
<td>Rec</td>
<td>Prec</td>
<td>Rec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1XX</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2XX</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3XX</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2 Evaluation: Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative Benchmark Track

To test the quality of mappings generated using BLOOMS, it was run on the benchmark datasets using the reference alignment and compared its performance with the other systems mentioned above. Table 4.2 presents the results on the benchmark track of the ontology alignment initiative. As in the oriented matching track, the different tests 1XX, 2XX and 3XX comprise of matching a source ontology to other ontologies beginning with the prefix digit of the test. This test utilizes a larger number of ontologies than the oriented matching track. However, to a large extent the ontologies involved are identical.

In the benchmark track, BLOOMS is able to retrieve all results in 1XX, however, it results in a loss of precision. In the 1XX track, the other systems gave varying performances. RiMOM and AROMA are impressive with their excellent precision and recall, whereas S-Match and OMViaUO suffer from retrieval of few and incorrect results.

BLOOMS does a better job in 3XX than 2XX due to the involvement of real world ontologies. It ranks right behind RiMOM and AROMA in its recall and does a decent job with respect to precision. The Alignment API does a significantly better job in retrieving the results and matching the ontologies, probably due to the fact, that this track involves finding equivalence relations between ontological concepts. The reasons for poor performance of the other systems are identical to those in the oriented track.

For the 3XX test, BLOOMS outperforms RiMOM and the other systems in finding the correct results. However, the increase in recall goes with a dip in precision. AROMA performs the best in terms of precision.
4.4 Related Work

In this section, the related work in ontology matching and LOD integration is being reported. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which exploits a generic and noisy categorization system such as Wikipedia in the context of ontology matching. In the context of ontology matching, traditional techniques rely on three different conceptual approaches: (1) Use of linguistic techniques such as string analysis. (2) Use of structural information such as sub-class relationships. (3) Use of thesauri or upper level ontologies such as WordNet, DOLCE, SUMO and Cyc. There are various tools and techniques which have been developed using a combination of these three ideas. In [23, 38] the authors present one of the best available compilations of the tools and techniques in the area of ontology matching. At a higher level, BLOOMS system utilizes a combination of these three techniques for the purpose of ontology matching. The ontology matching portal\(^\text{16}\) gives a good review of the state of the art research in this area, some of which have been mentioned in the evaluation section. In the past, Wikipedia categorization has been utilized for other purposes such as for creating [94] and restructuring taxonomies [93]. Previously, Wikipedia has been utilized for mapping Cyc onto Wikipedia articles describing corresponding concepts [82].

Although ontology matching in Semantic Web is a relatively new area, the field of schema matching has a long tradition in Computer Science. Schema matching has applicability in diverse areas such as databases, web service composition and XML Schema matching. Previously, authors have presented a taxonomy that covers popular approaches in database schema matching [97]. Further, the authors have investigated algorithms for generic schema matching outside of any particular data model or application [77]. In the work, they also present the Cupid algorithm, that discovers mappings between schema elements based on their names, data types, constraints, and schema structure, using an array of techniques.

There have been multiple efforts towards the automated integration of LOD datasets at the instance level. However, there are few notable efforts at linking these datasets at the schema level. Recently, ontology schema matching was attempted to improve instance co-reference resolution [87]. Although the work helps in cleaning up the data and improving the quality of links at the instance level, the issue of identifying appropriate relationships at the schema level has not been addressed. The voiD Framework [1] provides a vocabulary as a common format for expressing instance level relationships between LOD datasets. Comple-

\(^{16}\text{http://www.ontologymatching.org/}\)
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An integration of SUMO with DBpedia and YAGO at the schema level has been done manually. While the end goals of BLOOMS and this effort are identical, expanding the manual approach to other datasets will require a significant effort. Similarly, DBpedia has been linked to other ontologies such as OpenCyc, UMBEL and YAGO. At the schema level, a notable effort for creating a unified reference point for LOD schemas is UMBEL [11], which is a coherent framework for ontology development which can serve as a reference framework. Therefore, it helps in checking for coherence between ontologies that are linked to the UMBEL framework.

Contextual Ontology Alignment of LOD

Ontology alignment is an important requirement for fulfilling the vision and idea of semantic web. While a significant amount of progress has been made towards this idea, most of the work including BLOOMS [61] are focused towards matching the entities without taking the context in which they occur into account. For example, an entity ‘cricket’ can be matched to an insect or a sport depending on the other entities surrounding cricket.

In this chapter we present our approach for the alignment of entities based on their context, namely BLOOMS+ [67].

5.1 Introduction

The Linked Open Data (LOD) is a major milestone towards realizing the Semantic Web vision. Like mentioned earlier, a key differentiator of LOD from previous approaches is that data providers are actually creating links across these data sets, which has led to a number of innovative applications spanning multiple, disparate information sources [17]. One missing facet of LOD so far is that these ever-growing ontologies are linked to each other mainly at the instance-level. There are very few schema-level linkages – i.e. links between class hierarchies such as rdfs:subClassOf relations.

A number of researchers [63, 61, 91]\(^1\) have argued that without schema-level linkages the LOD cloud will not have semantic-enough information to enable more ambitious, reasoning-based applications of Semantic Web such as Question Answering and Agent-based information brokering. Existing efforts to de-

\(^1\)http://semtech2010.semanticuniverse.com/sessionPop.cfm?confid=42&proposalid=2854
develop these types of applications primarily utilize manually created schema-level links between LOD ontologies. For example, FactForge enables querying across various LOD ontologies, and utilizes manually developed schema-level mappings of LOD ontologies to an upper level ontology called Proton [31].

While definitely useful, the manual creation of schema-level mappings across LOD ontologies is not a viable solution given the size of the LOD and the rate at which it is growing. A more automated solution is needed in order for applications such as FactForge to effectively scale to (and keep up with) the size of LOD. To this effect, in the previous chapter a solution, called Bootstrapping-based Linked Open Data Ontology Matching System (BLOOMS) [61] was introduced for automatically finding schema-level links between LOD ontologies. The previous solution performed well on this task compared to existing solutions such as [46, 33, 75, 80], but there is significant room for improvement.

In this chapter, a solution called BLOOMS+ is presented which extends the previous solution in two significant ways. BLOOMS+ 1) uses a more sophisticated metric to determine which classes between two ontologies to align, and 2) BLOOMS+ considers contextual information to further support (or reject) an alignment. The chapter also presents a comprehensive evaluation of BLOOMS+ using schema-level mappings from various LOD ontologies to Proton (an upper level ontology), created manually by human experts. The chapter shows that BLOOM+ performed well on this task. BLOOMS+ is also compared to existing ontology alignment solutions (including our previously published work on BLOOMS) on this same task, and it is shown that BLOOMS+ outperformed these solutions. Finally, an ablation study is presented, which shows why BLOOMS+ performed well.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The knowledge requirements for BLOOMS+ are first presented, and explanation for why Wikipedia was selected to satisfy these requirements. Then the BLOOMS+ approach is presented, followed by a comprehensive evaluation of BLOOMS+ and existing solutions. Finally, the related work is presented along with conclusions and future work.

5.2 Knowledge Requirements

BLOOMS+ requires a knowledge source to align two ontologies. The minimum requirements for this knowledge source are:
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1. The knowledge source is organized as a class hierarchy where links between classes in this hierarchy capture super and subclass relationships.

2. The knowledge source covers a wide range of concepts and domains, so it can be widely applicable – especially given the wide range of domains covered by the LOD Cloud.

Many knowledge sources – such as WordNet [39], FrameNet [6], SNOMED [28], etc. – satisfy the first requirement, but they fail to satisfy the second. For example, many classes in WordNet and FrameNet are very generic, and hence may have limited utility when aligning domain specific LOD schemas such as Music and Census. SNOMED, on the other hand, captures classes specific to the medical domain, and can be useful for aligning life science LOD schemas. However, it will have limited utility in aligning LOD schemas outside of life science.

BLOOMS+ uses Wikipedia – in particular the category hierarchy in Wikipedia. Although the Wikipedia category hierarchy is not a formal class hierarchy, it still reflects a taxonomy structure. Wikipedia categories roughly correspond to classes in a class hierarchy, and the super and subcategory relationships between these categories roughly correspond to super and subclass relationships. Wikipedia also covers a wide range of categories (over 10 million categories), across many domains. This satisfied the second requirement. Moreover, previous research [61] has shown that the Wikipedia category hierarchy is effective in aligning LOD schemas.

5.3 Approach

BLOOMS+ aligns two ontologies through the following steps. BLOOMS+ first uses Wikipedia to construct a set of category hierarchy trees for each class in the source and target ontologies. BLOOMS+ then determines which classes to align by extending BLOOMS in two significant ways. BLOOMS+ 1) uses a more sophisticated measure to compute the similarity between source and target classes based on their category hierarchy trees; and 2) computes the contextual similarity between these classes to further support (or reject) an alignment. Finally, BLOOMS+ aligns classes with high similarity based on the class and contextual similarity.
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5.3.1 Construct BLOOMS+ Forest

BLOOMS+ constructs a set of category hierarchy trees – we call a BLOOMS+ Forest $F$ for each class $C$ from the source and target ontologies. For each $C$, BLOOMS+ tokenizes (and stems) the name of $C$, and removes stop words from the name.

BLOOMS+ uses the resulting terms as a search string to retrieve relevant Wikipedia pages using Wikipedia search web service.\(^2\) BLOOMS+ treats each page as a possible sense $s_i$ of $C$ and constructs a category hierarchy tree we call a BLOOMS+ tree $T_i$ – for $s_i$ via the following steps.

1. The root of the tree is $s_i$.

2. The immediate children of $s_i$ are all Wikipedia categories that $s_i$ belongs to.

3. Each subsequent level includes all unique, direct super categories of the categories at the current level.

BLOOMS+ imposes a limit on the depth of the tree being constructed, and defaults this limit to 4. Based on empirical observation depths beyond 4 typically include very general categories (e.g. “Humanities”), which are not useful for alignment. The resulting tree is then added to $F$.

5.3.2 Compute Class Similarity

BLOOMS+ compares each class $C$ in the source ontology with each class $D$ in the target ontology to determine their similarity. This is done by comparing each $T_i \in F_C$ with each $T_j \in F_D$ where $F_C$ and $F_D$ are the BLOOMS+ forests for $C$ and $D$ respectively. For each source tree $T_i$, BLOOMS+ determines its overlap with the target tree $T_j$.

However, simply counting the number of common nodes the approach used by BLOOMS is insufficient for the following reasons:

- Common nodes that appear deeper in the tree are more generic (and hence less discriminative). They can appear in many BLOOMS+ trees, which can result in false alignments. These nodes should

\(^2\)http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php
To address these issues, BLOOMS+ uses the following equation to compute the overlap between two BLOOMS+ trees (and hence the similarity of their corresponding classes).

\[
\text{Overlap}(T_i, T_j) = \log \sum_{n \in T_i \cap T_j} \left(1 + e^{d(n)^{-1} - 1}\right)
\]

(5.1)

where \(n \in T_i \cap T_j\) are the common nodes between the source and target tree; and \(d(n)\) is the depth of a common node \(n\) in \(T_i\). The exponentiation of the inverse depth of a common node gives less importance to the node if it is generic, and the log of the tree size avoids bias against large trees. This equation ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 where 0.0 indicates no similarity and 1.0 indicates maximum similarity.

For example, let’s assume BLOOMS+ needs to determine whether to align the source class RecordLabel from DBpedia with the target class MusicCompany from Proton. BLOOMS+ first constructs the BLOOMS+ forests for RecordLabel and MusicCompany, and Figure 5.3.2 shows a BLOOMS+ tree from each forest. BLOOMS+ then identifies the common nodes between these trees, and the depth of these nodes in the tree for the source class (see Table 5.1).

Finally, the class similarity (see above equation) between RecordLabel and MusicCompany w.r.t the two BLOOMS+ trees in Figure 5.3.2 is 0.79.

5.3.3 Compute Contextual Similarity

BLOOMS+ computes the contextual similarity between a source \(C\) and target \(D\) class to further determine whether these classes should be aligned. A good source of contextual information is the superclasses of \(C\) and \(D\) from their respective ontologies. If these superclasses agree with each other, then the alignment between \(C\) and \(D\) is further supported and hence should be given more preference. Otherwise, the alignment
Figure 5.1: BLOOMS+ trees for Record Label 5.1(a) and Music Company 5.1(b)

should be penalized. For example, the class *Jaguar* might be aligned to the class *Cat*, which seems like a reasonable alignment. However, if *Jaguar* has superclasses such as *Car* and *Vehicle*, and *Cat* has superclasses such as *Feline* and *Mammal*, then the alignment should be penalized because its contextual similarity is low.

BLOOMS+ implements the intuition above in the following way. For each pair wise class comparison $(C, D)$, BLOOMS+ retrieves all superclasses of $C$ and $D$ up to a specified level, which BLOOMS+ defaults
Table 5.1: Common nodes between the two trees in Figure 5.3.2, and their depth. The first column gives the common nodes between the two trees rooted at *Record Label* and *Music Industry*. The second column gives the depth (the distance from root) of these nodes in the BLOOMS+ tree rooted at *Record Label* – i.e. the source tree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Nodes</th>
<th>Node Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Music.industry</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music; Industries; Cultural_economics</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry; Other_special_topics_(economics); Cultural_studies; Economic_systems; Entertainment; Performing_arts; Sound</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to 2. The two sets of superclasses – we’ll refer to as $N(C)$ and $N(D)$ – are the neighborhoods of $C$ and $D$ respectively.

For each BLOOMS+ tree pair $(T_i, T_j)$ between $C$ and $D$, BLOOMS+ determines the number of superclasses in $N(C)$ and $N(D)$ that are supported by $T_i$ and $T_j$ respectively. A superclass $c \in N(C)$ is supported by $T_i$ if either of the following conditions are satisfied:

- The name of $c$ matches a node in $T_i$.\(^3\)

- The Wikipedia article (or article category) corresponding to $c$ – based on a Wikipedia search web service call using the name of $c$ – matches a node in $T_i$.

The same applies for a superclass $d \in N(D)$.

BLOOMS+ computes the overall contextual similarity between $C$ and $D$ with respect to $T_i$ and $T_j$ using the harmonic mean, which is instantiated as:

$$CSim(T_i, T_j) = \frac{2R_CR_D}{R_C + R_D}$$

(5.2)

where $R_C$ (and $R_D$) are the fraction of superclasses in $N(C)$ (and $N(D)$) supported by $T_i$ (and $T_j$). The harmonic mean was chosen to emphasize superclass neighborhoods that are not well supported (and hence should significantly lower the overall contextual similarity).

\(^3\)This match is defined as either a direct string match or a substring match.
5.3. APPROACH

Returning to the example, BLOOMS+ needs to compute the contextual similarity for RecordLabel and MusicCompany. Assuming a level of 2, the neighborhood of RecordLabel includes the DBpedia superclasses of Company and Organization. Both superclasses are supported by the BLOOMS+ tree for RecordLabel (see Figure 5.1(a)), so \( R_{\text{RecordLabel}} \) is \( \frac{2}{2} \). Similarly, the neighborhood of MusicCompany includes the Proton superclasses of CommercialOrganization and Organization. Both superclasses are supported by the BLOOMS+ tree for MusicCompany (see Figure 5.1(b)), so \( R_{\text{MusicCompany}} \) is also \( \frac{2}{2} \). Finally, the overall contextual similarity (see above equation) is 1.0, so BLOOMS+ should give more preference to this alignment.

5.3.4 Compute Overall Similarity

BLOOMS+ computes the overall similarity between classes \( C \) and \( D \) w.r.t. BLOOMS+ trees \( T_i \) and \( T_j \) by taking the weighted average of the class (see Section 5.3.2) and contextual (see Section 5.3.3) similarity.

\[
O(T_i, T_j) = \frac{\alpha \text{Overlap}(T_i, T_j) + \beta \text{CSim}(T_i, T_j)}{2}
\]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are weights for the concept and contextual similarity respectively. BLOOMS+ defaults both \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) to 1.0 to give equal importance to each component.

BLOOMS+ then selects the tree pair \((T_i, T_j) \in F_C \times F_D\) with the highest overall similarity score and if this score is greater than the alignment threshold \( H_A \), then BLOOMS+ will establish a link between \( C \) and \( D \). The type of link is determined as follows:

- If \( O(T_i, T_j) = O(T_j, T_i) \), then BLOOMS+ sets \( C \text{ owl:equivalentClass } D \).
- If \( O(T_i, T_j) < O(T_j, T_i) \), then BLOOMS+ sets \( C \text{ rdfs:subClassOf } D \).
- Otherwise, BLOOMS+ sets \( D \text{ rdfs:subClassOf } C \).

Returning to our running example, the overall similarity score between RecordLabel and MusicCompany is 0.895 (i.e. \( \frac{0.79 + 1.0}{2} \)), and BLOOMS+ will establish a link between these classes – assuming the alignment threshold is 0.5. Finally, BLOOMS+ sets RecordLabel rdfs:subClassOf MusicCompany because \( O(T_{\text{Music Industry}}, T_{\text{Record Label}}) > O(T_{\text{Record Label}}, T_{\text{Music Industry}}) \).
5.4 Evaluation

The following claims were evaluated to show that the approach (i.e. BLOOMS+) is effective for ontology alignment over LOD schemas.

Claim 1: BLOOMS+ can outperform state-of-the-art solutions on the task of aligning LOD ontologies.

Claim 2: BLOOMS+ performs well because it accounts for two critical factors when computing the similarity between two classes – 1) the importance of common nodes between the BLOOMS+ trees of the two classes, and 2) bias against large trees.

Claim 3: The performance of BLOOMS+ can be further improved by using contextual information.

5.4.1 Data Set

A real world data set was used for the evaluation. This data set contains schema-level mappings from three LOD ontologies to Proton, an upper level ontology, with over 300 classes and 100 properties, designed to support applications such as semantic annotation, indexing, and search[109]. The three LOD ontologies include:

- **DBpedia**: The RDF version of Wikipedia, created manually from Wikipedia article infoboxes. DBpedia consists of 259 classes ranging from general classes (e.g. Event) to domain specific ones (e.g. Protein).

- **Freebase**: A large collection of structured data collected from multiple sources such as Wikipedia, Chefmoz, and MusicBrainz. Freebase consists of over 5 million topics and entities, classified into a class hierarchy.

- **Geonames**: A geographic data set with over 6 million locations of interest, which are classified into 11 different classes.

---

4http://downloads.dbpedia.org/3.5.1/dbpedia_3.5.1.owl.bz2
5http://www.freebase.com/schema
6http://geonames.org
These mappings were systematically created by Knowledge Engineers (KEs) [31] at OntoText for a real world application called FactForge\(^7\), which enables SPARQL query over the LOD cloud. The KEs created these mappings, i.e. equivalence and subclass relationships between LOD and Proton classes, based on the definition of the classes and their usage. A total of 544 mappings were created from the three LOD ontologies to Proton (373 for DBpedia, 21 for Geonames, and 150 for Freebase). Table 5.2 shows examples of these mappings.

These mappings provide a good gold standard for our evaluation because:

- The mappings were created by an independent source for a real world use case – unlike existing benchmarks which were created primarily for evaluation purposes. Hence, these mappings reflect the types of relationship that are needed in practice.

- The mappings were created by knowledge engineers through a systematic process [31] and hence are of high quality.

- The mappings cover a diverse set of LOD ontologies. For example, DBpedia and Freebase cover diverse domains such as entertainment, sports, and politics. While Geonames covers only geographic information.

### 5.4.2 Experimental Setup

To evaluate Claim 1, the precision and recall of the mappings was measured from the three LOD ontologies to Proton generated by BLOOMS+. To obtain these measures, BLOOMS+ was applied to each LOD-Proton ontology pair to generate mappings whose overall similarity exceeded an alignment threshold of 0.85 (see Section 5.3.4). This threshold was defined by systematically analyzing which threshold level produced the

\[^7\text{http://factforge.net/}\]
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The resulting mappings was then compared for each LOD-Proton ontology pair to their respective gold standard, and said that a mapping between two classes is correct if the gold standard also established a mapping between these two classes using the same relationship i.e. equivalence or subclass. Finally, precision is defined as the number of correct mappings over the total number of mappings generated by BLOOMS+, and recall as the number of correct mappings over all mappings in the gold standard.

The performance of BLOOMS+ was also compared to existing solutions that performed well for LOD ontology alignment, as reported in [61]. These solutions include:

- **BLOOMS**: This is the solution that BLOOMS+ extends [61].

- **S-Match**: This solution utilizes three matching algorithms – basic, minimal, and structure preserving – to establish mappings between the classes of two ontologies [46].

- **AROMA**: This solution utilizes the association rule mining paradigm to discover equivalence and subclass relationships between the classes of two ontologies [33].

To ensure a fair comparison, the above methodology was used to measure precision and recall for each solution, and to define the alignment threshold. The best alignment threshold for BLOOMS is 0.6. The performance of AROMA was not affected by the alignment threshold. It had identical performance for all threshold levels between 0.1 to 1.0. S-Match does not support an alignment threshold. Instead, it returns two sets of mappings – 1) a minimal set and 2) a complete set, which can be derived from the minimal one. Both sets of results have been reported in this evaluation.

To evaluate Claims 2 and 3, a version of BLOOMS+ was created without contextual information known as **BLOOMS+ NO-CONTEXT**. The only difference between BLOOMS+ NO-CONTEXT and BLOOMS is the measure used to compute the similarity between two classes (and hence allows to evaluate Claim 2). The only difference between BLOOMS+ NO-CONTEXT and BLOOMS+ is the use of contextual information (and hence allows to evaluate Claim 3). The above methodology was used to measure precision and recall for BLOOMS+ NO-CONTEXT, and the alignment threshold was set to 0.85. The evaluation components related to this work are available for download on BLOOMS+ project page.  

8http://wiki.knoesis.org/index.php/CBLOOMS
Table 5.3: Results for various solutions on the task of aligning LOD schemas to PROTON. Legend: S-Match-M=Result of S-Match Minimal Set, S-Match-C=Result of S-Match Complete Set, Rec=Precision, Prec=Recall, F=F-Measure PRO=PROTON Ontology, FB=Freebase Ontology, DB=DBpedia Ontology, GEO=Geonames Ontology

Table 5.4: Sample of **correct** mappings from LOD ontologies to PROTON generated by BLOOMS+.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>LOD Class</th>
<th>PROTON Class</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>RecordLabel</td>
<td>MusicCompany</td>
<td>subClassOf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geonames</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Nation</td>
<td>equivalentClassOf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freebase</td>
<td>Military_command</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>subClassOf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.3 Results and Discussion

Table 5.3 shows the results for all solutions evaluated. Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 show examples of correct and incorrect mappings respectively generated by BLOOMS+ from the three LOD ontologies to Proton.

BLOOMS+ performed significantly better than all other solutions in the evaluation on both precision and recall for two LOD-Proton ontology pairs ($p < 0.01$ for $\chi^2$ test in all cases). BLOOMS+ performed well because it utilizes 1) a rich knowledge source – i.e. Wikipedia – to determine the similarity between the classes of two ontologies and 2) contextual information from both Wikipedia and the ontologies being aligned. Hence, these results support the first claim that BLOOMS+ can outperform the state-of-the-art on the task of aligning LOD ontologies.

Interestingly, no solution performed well on aligning Geonames with Proton. The only mapping found by BLOOMS+ (and the other solutions) is the class *Country* in Geonames is equivalent to the class *Nation* in Proton. The key reasons for the poor performance include: 1) Geonames has a small number of classes (and
Table 5.5: Sample of incorrect mappings from LOD ontologies to PROTON generated by BLOOMS+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>LOD Class</th>
<th>PROTON Class</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>Writer</td>
<td>Message</td>
<td>subClassOf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geonames</td>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>subClassOf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freebase</td>
<td>Military_command</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>subClassOf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

hence very limited contextual information) and 2) the names of the classes in Geonames are often vague and ambiguous (e.g. Code and Feature), which made it difficult to compute their similarity.

BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT performed significantly better than BLOOMS w.r.t the overall precision and recall ($p < 0.01$ for $\chi^2$ test on both precision and recall). This improvement can be attributed to the only difference between the two solutions. BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT uses a more sophisticated measure to compute the similarity between two classes. This measure considers the importance of common nodes between the BLOOMS+ trees of two classes, and avoids bias against large trees. This result supports the second claim that BLOOMS+ performs well because it considers the importance of common nodes and avoids bias against large trees when computing the similarity between two classes.

BLOOMS+ performed significantly better than BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT w.r.t to the overall precision ($p < 0.01$ for $\chi^2$ test). Although BLOOMS+ had lower overall recall, this difference was not statistically significant according to the $\chi^2$ test. Moreover, BLOOMS+ had a higher overall f-measure score. This result can be attributed to the only difference between these two solutions. BLOOMS+ uses contextual information, and BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT does not. Hence, this result supports the third claim that the use of contextual information can further improve performance – in particular precision and f-measure.

5.5 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, the only other work which exploits contextual information for the purpose of ontology matching has been described in [37]. However, their approach is different from BLOOMS+ as they rely on background knowledge from online ontologies, whereas we rely on a noisy loose categorization of Wikipedia for performing the contextual match. Further, their process relies on identification of contextual relationship using the relationships encoded in the ontologies.
5.6. CONCLUSION

Research in the area of 'Ontology Matching' is very closely related to this body of work. In [38, 23] the authors present a survey in the area of ontology matching. The survey work also categorizes the techniques on the basis of external knowledge source utilized by ontology matching systems. While typically, systems utilize a structured source of information such as dictionaries or upper level ontologies, In previous work in [61] an approach has been presented which exploits a generic and noisy categorization system such as Wikipedia in the context of ontology matching. Previously, Wikipedia categorization has been utilized for creating and restructuring taxonomies [94, 93].

Another body of related work is identification and creation of links between LOD cloud data sets. In [87] ontology schema matching was used to improve instance co-reference resolution. This helps in cleaning up the data and improving the quality of links at the instance level, but the issue of identifying appropriate relationships at the schema level has not been addressed. The voiD Framework [1] along with the SILK Framework [116] automate the process of link discovery between LOD datasets at the instance level. At the schema level, a notable effort for creating a unified reference point for LOD schemas is UMBEL [11], which is a coherent framework for ontology development which can serve as a reference framework.

5.6 Conclusion

The chapter presented a solution – called BLOOMS+ – for performing ontology alignment. BLOOMS+ has been evaluated using schema-level mappings from three LOD ontologies to Proton – created manually by human experts for a real world application called FactForge – and showed that BLOOMS+ performed well on this task. State-of-the-art ontology alignment solutions were also applied (including BLOOMS) to this same task, and showed that BLOOMS+ significantly outperformed these solutions on both precision and recall. The chapter also showed that the solution performed well because:

- BLOOMS+ uses a rich knowledge source – i.e. Wikipedia – to determine the similarity between the classes of two ontologies;

---

9 The ontology matching portal at http://www.ontologymatching.org/ gives a good review of the state-of-the-art research in this area
• BLOOMS+ accounts for two critical factors when computing the similarity between two classes – 1) the importance of common nodes between the BLOOMS+ trees of the two classes, and 2) bias against large trees.

• BLOOMS+ uses contextual information from both Wikipedia and the ontologies being aligned to further support (or reject) an alignment.
Partonomical Relationship Identification on Linked Open Data

The LOD Cloud consists of datasets linked primarily by the owl:sameAs property created by different organizations. This has proven to be useful for a number of use cases [17, 55], which combine data from multiple ontologies. The current mechanism for linking entities across datasets is using the sameAs relationship to assert that two entities are the same. The sameAs relationship is not sufficient to capture the rich set of relationships between entities. There are a number of other relationships such as partonomy (part-of), and causality [105], whose presence could allow creating even more intelligent applications such as more sophisticated question answering systems like Watson [41]. One of the main reasons why these relationships are not captured is the issue of scale. As there are millions of entities involved, it is a non-trivial task to manually assert these relationships. While there is some level of automation available for creating the sameAs links, there is no automation for creating other kinds of relationships [63].

In this chapter, PLATO (Part-Of relation finder on Linked Open DAta TOol)\(^1\) is presented for automatically creating part-of relationship between entities in the LOD cloud.

### 6.1 Introduction

The part-of relationship has been presented for two reasons: 1) it is a well studied field. In particular the partonomy classification created by Winston [118] is used to guide our work and 2) part-of relationships are

\(^1\)http://wiki.knoesis.org/index.php/PLATO
freely available on the Web in sources such as Wikipedia. The fundamental premise behind the approach is that the web can be mined to automatically detect part-of relationships between entities. PLATO approach consists of a combination of heuristics for detecting candidate relationships between any two entities. These heuristics range from detecting bi-directionality of links between articles about these entities to ensuring that the involved entities satisfy domain and range constraints of the relevant partonomic relation. The Web is then mined for evidence to support the candidate relationships with the help of pattern based querying. Using this approach, PLATO is able to discover partonomic relationships between entities in the LOD cloud. For example, PLATO was correctly able to discover that Kurt Cobain was a member of the band Nirvana and that Baked Alaska has ice cream as an ingredient. These relationships can prove to be extremely useful for the LOD cloud. For example, consider the following query from the National Geographic Bee, ”In which county can you find the village of Crook that is full of lakes?”. The answer for this query can be successfully retrieved using information present in the LOD cloud dataset (e.g. Geonames), if part-of relationships have been identified and asserted within and between datasets [66].

The key contributions of this work are: 1) To the best of our knowledge, PLATO is the first effort on the automatic detection of part-of relationships in the context of the LOD cloud. 2) PLATO’s approach of mining the Web to detect and validate the relationships for LOD cloud is rather unique and thus extends the existing arsenal of ontology engineering methods. 3) A formal representation of the partonomy classification created by Winston is provided. A comprehensive evaluation is presented in which it automatically detects part-of relationships between hundreds of entities from prominent ontologies in the LOD cloud such as DBpedia and Freebase. The precision and recall for partonomy extraction approach is also presented, and the results show this is a practically useful approach.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2 Winston’s approach to part-of relation and its conversion into an OWL 2 ontology has been presented. In Section 3, the PLATO approach is presented, followed by a comprehensive evaluation. The related work is presented following future work and conclusion.
6.2 Winston’s Approach to Part-of

Relationships—Ontologized

All entities are fundamentally part of some other entity. Researchers in a number of areas, including philosophy [118, 5], linguistics [45] and geographical information systems (GIS) [111, 66, 21] have investigated partonomy. The work of identification of partonomic relationships between entities uses well-accepted partonomic relationships, which identify the relationships based on the ‘type’ of entities involved. The part-whole relation, or partonomy, is an important fundamental relationship which manifests itself across all physical entities such as human made objects (Cup-Handle), social groups (Jurors-Jury) and conceptual entities such as time intervals (5th hour of the day). Its frequent occurrence results in a manifestation of a part-for-whole mismatch and whole-for-part mismatch within many domains, and especially in spatial datasets.

Winston [118] created a categorization of part-whole relations which identifies and covers part-whole relations from a number of domains such as artifacts, geographical entities, food and liquids. It is recognized as one of the most comprehensive categorizations of partonomic relationships, and other work in similar spirit such as [44] analyze his categorization.

Winston’s categorization has been created using three relational elements:

1. Functional/Non-Functional (F/NF): Parts are in a specific spatial/temporal relationship with respect to each other and to the whole to which they belong. Example: Belgium is a part of NATO partly because of its specific spatial position.

2. Homeomerous/Non-Homeomerous (H/NH): Parts are the same as each other and as the whole. Example: A slice of a pie is the same as other slices and as the pie itself.

3. Separable/Inseparable (S/IN): Parts are separable/ inseparable from the whole. Example: A card can be separated from the deck to which it belongs.

Table 6.1 illustrates six different types of partonomic relationships based on this categorization, taken from [118], their description using the relational elements and examples of partonomic relationships covered by them.
Using this classification and relational elements, relations between two entities can be marked as partonomic or non-partonomic in nature. If they are partonomic, the category to which they belong can be identified.

In order to use Winston’s approach in a Semantic Web context, which is essentially linguistic in nature, it must be formalized by carrying it over to a Semantic Web ontology language. This categorization is cast into an OWL 2 ontology [58] which can then be used in conjunction with a knowledge base of partonomic (and other) information. In [98] a set of best practices have been laid down to deal with straightforward cases for defining classes involving part-whole relations. However their modeling approach is considerably

Table 6.1: Six type of partonomic relation with relational elements
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less fine-grained than the one in [118] which is followed here.

For this purpose, the following OWL property names are introduced, which correspond to those listed in Table 6.1.

- component-integral object: po-component
- member-collection: po-member
- portion-mass: po-portion
- stuff-object: po-stuff
- feature-activity: po-feature
- place-area: po-place

The spatially-located-in is used as the spatial (topological) located-in relationship mentioned in [118], and part-of as the generic part-of (part-whole) relation.

The following axioms can then be drawn from [118]. Let \( \text{PO} = \{\text{po-component, po-member, po-portion, po-stuff, po-feature, po-place}\} \).

(P1) [118, Section 5] For all \( R \in \text{PO} \), \( R \) is transitive, asymmetric, and irreflexive (i.e., a strict partial order).

(P2) For all \( R \in \text{PO} \), \( R \sqsubseteq \text{part-of} \). Note that this does not imply that part-of is transitive, as prescribed in [118].

(P3) spatially-located-in is transitive and reflexive. Note that spatially-located-in should not be understood to be a subproperty of part-of according to [118].

(P4) [118, Section 6] For all \( R \in \text{PO} \), we have

\[
R \circ \text{spatially-located-in} \sqsubseteq \text{spatially-located-in} \quad \text{and} \\
\text{spatially-located-in} \circ R \sqsubseteq \text{spatially-located-in}.
\]
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(P5) [118, page 435] For all $R \in \text{PO} \cup \{\text{spatially-located-in}\}$, and all classes $C$, the first-order predicate logic axiom is presented

$$(\forall x)(\forall y)(R(x, y) \land C(y) \rightarrow (\exists z)(R(x, z) \land C(z))).$$

Note that this is a tautology.

(P6) [118, page 435] For all $R \in \text{PO} \cup \{\text{spatially-located-in}\}$, and all classes $C$, the first-order predicate logic axiom is presented

$$(\forall x)(\forall y)(C(y) \land (C(y) \rightarrow R(x, y)) \rightarrow R(x, y)).$$

Please note that this is a tautology.

Summarizing, (P1) to (P4) as the following axioms can be presented— (P5) and (P6) are discussed further below.

- For all $R \in \text{PO}$, $R$ is transitive, antisymmetric, and irreflexive.
- For all $R \in \text{PO}$, $R \sqsubseteq \text{part-of}$.
- $\text{spatially-located-in}$ is transitive and reflexive.
- For all $R \in \text{PO}$,

$$R \circ \text{spatially-located-in} \sqsubseteq \text{spatially-located-in} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{spatially-located-in} \circ R \sqsubseteq \text{spatially-located-in}.$$ 

This results in a total of $3 \cdot 6 + 2 \cdot 6 + 2 + 6 \cdot 2 = 44$ axioms, all expressible in OWL 2.

However, there is a catch. While all these axioms are expressible in OWL 2 (more precisely, in OWL 2 Full), the collection of these ontologies does not constitute a valid OWL 2 DL ontology. The reason for this is that (P1) violates a global constraint on OWL 2 DL ontologies given in [84, Section 11]: A property
cannot be transitive and irreflexive at the same time. In other words, it cannot be specified as strict partial orders in OWL 2 DL. The most straightforward way to fix this, is to drop one of the requirements on $R$ in (P1), and the most obvious candidate would be to drop the irreflexivity axioms. The resulting set of 38 axioms then constitutes a valid OWL 2 DL ontology.

(P5) and (P6) are tautologies in first-order predicate logic, which means that they do not contribute any additional knowledge. As such, they do not need to be added to the ontology. Note that this does not mean that the observations leading to (P5) and (P6) in [118] are void: We obtain tautologies because the use of OWL suggests a particular type of modeling class membership (called class inclusion in [118]) which is probably not obvious or necessary from a more general, linguistic perspective.

It is possible to partially recover irreflexivity of the $R \in \text{PO}$. One way to do this is to use the DL-safe SWRL rule [59, 72, 85] $R(x, y) \wedge R(y, x) \rightarrow x \neq y$, which expresses the same as irreflexivity, however its application is restricted to known individuals and is thus weaker than (first-order logic) irreflexivity. Another alternative is to use nominal schemas [72, 73], e.g. by means of the axiom

\[
\{x\} \sqcap \exists R. \exists R. \{x\} \sqsubseteq \bot
\]

which can actually be understood as a macro that results in $n$ OWL 2 DL axioms, where $n$ is the number of known individuals in the knowledge base. This means that it can incorporate a weak form of irreflexivity in OWL 2 DL without having to use DL-safe SWRL (and software which supports the latter).

There is yet another catch: All properties occurring in the above constructed part-of ontology are complex (i.e., non-simple), and OWL 2 DL has global restrictions on the use of such properties. If this ontology is used in conjunction with a domain ontology, then these global restrictions may be violated.

---

2A transitive property is complex, and thus not simple. However only simple properties are allowed to be irreflexive.

3Note that transitivity and irreflexivity of a property $R$ imply that $R$ is also antisymmetric (i.e., a strict partial order): Assume $R$ were transitive and irreflexive, but not antisymmetric. Then, because $R$ is not antisymmetric it must have $a, b$ with $R(a, b)$ and $R(b, a)$ and $a \neq b$. But by transitivity of $R$, it can be obtained $R(a, a)$ from $R(a, b)$ and $R(b, a)$ which is impossible by irreflexivity.

4In other words, adding them would accomplish nothing.

5Nominal schemas could also be used to directly express the just mentioned DL-safe rule [73]. However, this would result in a more complicated axiom with two nominal schemas, which is less favorable in terms of scalability.

6The OWL 2 DL axioms are obtained by *grounding*: Replace $\{x\}$ by all available nominals $\{a\}$, $a$ being a known individual, each such replacement resulting in one OWL 2 DL axiom.
Likewise, usage of properties in OWL 2 DL is globally restricted by the so-called *regularity* condition,\(^7\) which may also be violated if the part-of ontology is used together with a domain ontology. In a way similar to the irreflexivity issue discussed above, it is possible to recover from this by expressing some (or all) of the axioms in the part-of ontology in weaker form, using DL-safe rules or nominal schemas. How this is best done depends on the domain ontology, but it is always possible in principle, and indeed relatively straightforward.

### 6.3 Approach

Given a LOD Cloud dataset, the solution – PLATO – automatically enriches it with partonomy properties through four key steps.\(^8\)

First, PLATO generates candidate pairs of entities from the dataset. Second, PLATO generates ”hypothesis” of possible partonomy properties – represented as linguistic patterns – for each entity pair. Next, PLATO tests the resulting patterns (and hence hypotheses) in a corpus driven manner. Finally, PLATO asserts only those partonomy properties with strong supporting evidence.

Figure 6.1 depicts the workflow, which is described in more detail in the subsequent sections.

### 6.3.1 Candidate Generation

Given a LOD Cloud dataset, PLATO generates all possible pairs between the entities in the dataset. However, the number of entity pairs can be extremely large, which can make the subsequent steps intractable. To address this problem, PLATO filters unpromising entity pairs using a simple heuristic—i.e. entities that are strongly associated are more likely to be related via some property than those that are not. PLATO implements this heuristic by exploiting Wikipedia. The references between Wikipedia pages provide a good proxy for association. Moreover, Wikipedia provides comprehensive coverage across diverse domains. For each entity pair, PLATO retrieves the corresponding Wikipedia page of each entity—using the Mediawiki

---

\(^7\)See ”Restriction on the Property Hierarchy” in [84, Section 11].

\(^8\)PLATO follows these same four steps for enriching multiple LOD Cloud datasets. For ease of exposition, PLATO is described in the context of enriching a single dataset.
Figure 6.1: PLATO System Architecture

For datasets besides DBpedia, such as Freebase, the sameAs links present between DBpedia entity (e.g. dbpedia: Cellulose) and entity of other datasets (e.g. fbase: Cellulose) are used. Then PLATO checks if the any of the entity refers to the other one. For example, if fbase: Chicken links to dbpedia: Salt. This is just a way to reduce the number of candidate pairs and it is possible to use other techniques to generate these pairs. The use of dataset specific heuristics has been used in other tools such as SILK [117], in order to maximize finding relationships between any two datasets. It is possible to replace this module with another heuristics to generate candidate pairs and use the rest of the system without any modifications.

Please note, in principal it is possible to replace the usage of Mediawiki API with entities directly from DBpedia. However, it may result in the loss of some useful candidate pairs as DBpedia captures limited

---

9http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php
information from Wikipedia. For example, as of 6th February 2012, the DBpedia page for Cellulose does not refer to Carbon. However, the Wikipedia pages for Carbon and Cellulose do refer to each other, thus making them possible candidate pairs for consideration.

For example, given the DBpedia dataset from the LOD Cloud, some of the entity pairs generated by PLATO will include:

- Cellulose, Cell Wall
- Cellulose, Kraft’s Food

PLATO retrieves the Wikipedia pages for Cellulose, Cell Wall, and Kraft’s Foods. The Wikipedia pages for Cellulose and Cell Wall refer to each other, so this pair is kept. The Wikipedia page for Cellulose refers to the page for Kraft’s Foods, due to usage of Cellulose in cheese manufacturing at Kraft’s Foods. However, the page for The Kraft’s Foods does not refer back to the page for Cellulose. Hence, this pair is considered to be only weakly associated by PLATO, and thus discarded.

6.3.2 Hypothesis Generation

PLATO generates hypotheses of possible OWL partonomy properties (described in Section 6.2) for each entity pair from the previous step. PLATO now determines the type of each entity in the pair using WordNet [39]—a lexical taxonomy that is well suited for this task. Specifically, PLATO retrieves the lexicographer file of the WordNet synset corresponding to each entity to serve as its type.\(^\textsuperscript{10}\) The name of this file has the form POS.SUFFIX where POS is the part-of-speech (i.e. noun, verb, adv, or adj) and SUFFIX is the broader group that the synset (and hence entity) belongs to (e.g. animal, plant, etc.). For example, given the entity pair (Cell Wall, Cellulose), lexicographer files of the synsets corresponding to these entities are both noun.body.

PLATO uses this information to determine the applicable OWL partonomy properties. These properties are captured from Winston’s taxonomy of part-whole relations [118] (see Section 6.2), which was chosen for the following reasons:

\(^{10}\text{If a WordNet synset cannot be found for an entity, then PLATO will generalize the entity by looking up its superclass in DBpedia using the JENA ARQ API (http://openjena.org/).}\)
• Winston’s taxonomy is well-established and widely accepted.

• Winston provides guidelines on what types are applicable to each part-whole relationship—e.g. Winston’s Place-Area relationship applies to only areas, places, and locations. These guidelines can be captured as domain-range axioms for each corresponding OWL partonomy property.

• Winston suggests linguistic cues for each part-whole relationship, which PLATO can use to generate linguistic patterns.

If POS is not a noun or verb, then PLATO discards the entity pair because Winton’s relationships apply to only nouns and verbs. If so, then PLATO uses the SUFFIX to determine the OWL partonomy properties that are applicable based on their domain and range. Returning to our example, the OWL properties of po-component and po-stuff—corresponding to Winston’s Component-Integral-Object and Stuff-Object relationships respectively—are applicable because the SUFFIXES of Cell Wall and Cellulose satisfy the domain and range of these properties.

Finally, PLATO generates linguistic patterns for each applicable property based on linguistic cues suggested by Winston. For example, the linguistic cues for po-stuff include “is made of” and ”is partly.” From these cues, the following linguistic patterns are generated for (Cell Wall, Cellulose):

• Cell Wall is made of Cellulose

• Cellulose is made of Cell Wall

• Cell Wall is partly Cellulose

• Cellulose is partly Cell Wall

These patterns serve as hypotheses to be validated in the next step.

6.3.3 Hypothesis Testing

PLATO tests the lexical patterns for each entity pair in a corpus-driven manner. PLATO uses the Web as the corpus because of its coverage, and uses publicly available search APIs to access its contents. Specifically,
PLATO uses the Bing Search API 2.0\(^{11}\) because it allows unlimited searches.

For each pattern generated for an entity pair, PLATO executes a search of the pattern using the BING API, and takes the top N search results (i.e. URLs for the top N webpages) returned by BING. N can be adjusted by the user; and PLATO sets the default value of N to 50, which we found to produce good results empirically. For each resulting URL, PLATO fetches the page it points to—using off-the-shelf crawling and html parsing technologies, e.g., JSOUP\(^{12}\)—and determines whether the pattern appears in the page based on exact string match with stemming. This step is necessary because the search results can contain spurious pages—i.e. pages that do not contain the actual pattern. For example, a page containing the string "Is the cell wall of a plant made of cellulose fibers?" may appear in the search result for the pattern “cell wall is made of cellulose”; but this string does not match the pattern (and hence does not support it). The crawling of the page is necessary as the snippet of the page in the result is typically retrieved from the cache, and the actual content may or may not reflect the same content.

Finally, PLATO counts the total number of pages that contain the pattern, and uses this count as the level of support for the OWL partonomy property—associated with the pattern—that could exist between the entity pair. For each entity pair, PLATO asserts the partonomy property whose associated pattern has the strongest supporting evidence, computed from the previous step. Returning to the example for the entity pair (Cell Wall, Cellulose), the supporting evidence for each pattern associated with the pair (assuming a search limit of 50) is below:

- Cell Wall is made of Cellulose, 48
- Cellulose is made of Cell Wall, 10
- Cell Wall is partly Cellulose, 50
- Cellulose is partly Cell Wall, 7

Since the pattern ‘Cell Wall is partly Cellulose’ has the strongest support, the associated property \(\text{po-stuff}\)—corresponding to Winston’s \(\text{Stuff-Object}\) relationships—is asserted, with Cellulose as the part and Cell Wall as the whole.

\(^{12}\)http://jsoup.org/apidocs/
In addition to adding properties at the instance-level (i.e. between entities), PLATO also enriches the schema by generalizing from the instance level assertions. To explain this step, let $C$ and $D$ be two classes about which we want to find out whether they should be related on the schema level by one of the partonomic relationships $R$. From the process just described, a set $M_{R,C,D}$ can be obtained of instance level assertions of the form $R(a,b)$, where $a \in C$ and $b \in D$.\(^{13}\) PLATO now add schema level axioms according to the following rules: (1) If, for all $a \in C$, there is a $b \in D$ with $R(a,b) \in M_{R,C,D}$, then add the axiom $C \sqsubseteq \exists R.D$, which can be expressed in OWL/RDF serialization using the `owl:someValuesFrom` property restriction. (2) If, for all $b \in D$, there is a $a \in C$ with $R(a,b) \in M_{R,C,D}$, then add the axiom $D \sqsubseteq \exists R^-.C$, were $R^-$ indicates the inverse (using `owl:inverseOf`) property of $R$. While this approach seems to be rather crude compared to schema learning methods based on inductive paradigms,\(^{14}\) it already achieves good results, as can be seen from the evaluation in Section 6.4.3.

### 6.4 Evaluation

Three experiments are presented to evaluate the performance of PLATO on enriching LOD Cloud dataset with partonomy properties. The first experiment evaluates PLATO’s performance on discovering partonomy properties between entities within the same LOD Cloud dataset (i.e. intra-dataset instance-level partonomy discovery). The second experiment evaluates PLATO’s performance across different LOD Cloud datasets (i.e. inter-dataset instance-level partonomy discovery). The final experiment evaluates PLATO’s performance on discovery partonomy properties at the schema level. All the evaluation components of this work are available for download at the PLATO Project Page\(^{15}\)

#### 6.4.1 Intra-Dataset Instance-Level Partonomy Discovery

The performance of PLATO was evaluated on discovering partonomy properties between entities within the same LOD Cloud dataset using the following methodology. First, the DBpedia dataset was choosen because: 1) it is one of the largest datasets available on the Linked Open Data Cloud; and 2) it covers diverse domains

---

\(^{13}\) If PLATO did not obtain any such assertion, then it did not add any schema axiom.

\(^{14}\) such as [74]

\(^{15}\) http://wiki.knoesis.org/index.php/PLATO
such as Geography, Science, Politics, History and Arts [18]. The scale and coverage of DBpedia allows us 
to thoroughly evaluate the performance of PLATO across different partonomy types [118] and domains.

Next, randomly generated 83,639 entity pairs from DBpedia are tested for evaluation because it was 
not practical to generate all possible entity pairs given DBpedia’s size. The Mediawiki API\textsuperscript{16} is choosen 
to randomly generate a pair of Wikipedia articles, whose URLs were then translated to the corresponding 
DBpedia entities. Given that it is not practical to generate all entity pairs within DBpedia, this method 
provides an unbiased dataset for evaluation.

PLATO was then applied to the resulting dataset to automatically discover partonomy properties be-
tween each entity pair. For each partonomy property discovered, the property was randomly assigned to 
one of three human graders, who validated its correctness. A human grader determined that the parton-
omy property discovered by PLATO between a pair of entities is correct if the following conditions are all 
satisfied:

- A part-whole relationship does exist between the entities
- The correct partonomy property is given
- The part-whole roles are correctly assigned to the entities – e.g., given the pair cell and cell wall, cell 
is the whole and cell wall is the part.

Finally, the precision (i.e. the number of correct partonomy properties discovered by PLATO over the 
total number of partonomy properties discovered) based on the human grader’s responses is reported. The 
recall for PLATO is not reported because: 1) an existing DBpedia benchmark for this purpose does not 
exist, and 2) the large number of entity pairs made it difficult to compute the recall manually due to time 
and resource limitations.

Table 6.2 shows the results for this experiment. Of the 83,639 entity pairs generated, PLATO dis-
covered partonomy properties for 13,853 pairs. It should be noted that partonomy relationships do not 
exist for many of the entity pairs because these pairs were randomly generated – e.g. a random sample

\textsuperscript{16}http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php
?action=query&list=random&rnnamespace=0
Table 6.2: Precision of the six different relation types between DBpedia entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation Type</th>
<th>Distinct Entity Pairs</th>
<th>Correctly Found</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stuff-Object-Part-Of</td>
<td>4178</td>
<td>3427</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component-Integral-Part-Of</td>
<td>3126</td>
<td>27931</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature-Activity-Part-Of</td>
<td>1287</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member-Collection-Part-Of</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>803</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portion-Mass-Part-Of</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Area-Part-Of</td>
<td>3350</td>
<td>1248</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>13853</strong></td>
<td><strong>10557</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.76</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of 100 pairs found only 11 to have a valid partonomy relationship. PLATO was able to filter many of these extraneous pairs based on the heuristic that two entities must be strongly associated (see Section 3.1). Overall, PLATO achieved high precision in discovering partonomy properties between entities in DBpedia. Moreover, PLATO discovered partonomy properties across a wide range of entities ranging from places to chemical compounds. However, PLATO did have low precision for a couple of partonomy properties – i.e. 'Portion-Mass' and 'Place-Area'. For 'Portion-Mass', PLATO did not find any entities related to each other. This is understandable as this property deals with very abstract entities such as 'Slice of Lemon', 'Hunk of Clay', etc. and hence it’s hard to find entities of this type in DBpedia.

PLATO achieved low precision for the Place-Area property because many places are ambiguous. For example, Athens can refer to either a city in Greece, Georgia, or Ohio. Similarly, Delaware can refer to either the U.S. state of Delaware or Delaware county in the U.S. state of Oklahoma. In the case of the later, given the entity pair of Delaware (State) and Oklahoma, PLATO may find false evidence supporting the hypothesis that the state of Delaware is part of Oklahoma, which can lead to poor precision. This problem can be addressed with richer partonomy semantics such as a state cannot be part of another state. These richer semantics are not captured by Winston’s partonomy relationships (and hence the corresponding OWL properties), and offers a possible direction for future research.

Although recall is not reported, preliminary insights into PLATO’s performance on this measure are reported. The random sample of 100 entity pairs (see above) suggests PLATO achieved good performance on this metric. Of the 11 pairs with valid partonomy properties, PLATO discovered 7 of them. Moreover, qualitative observations of sample results further suggest that PLATO performs well on recall. For example, PLATO discovered the correct partonomy property between NATO and 23 of its member states – the
6.4. EVALUATION

Total number of NATO member states is 28. Similarly, PLATO discovered the correct partonomy property between the Rock Band 'Nirvana' and all of its members – i.e. Kurt Cobain, Krist Novoselic and Dave Grohl.

6.4.2 Inter-Dataset Instance-Level Partonomy Discovery

The performance of PLATO on discovering partonomy properties is evaluated between entities from different LOD Cloud datasets using the following methodology. Two inter-dataset partonomy discovery tasks are created for: 1) discovering partonomy properties between Freebase dishes and DBpedia ingredients, and 2) discovering partonomy properties between Freebase human anatomy parts and DBpedia organs. These two tasks were chosen because:

- Freebase provides a pre-defined list of 2,615 food dishes\(^ {17}\) and 2,916 human anatomy parts,\(^ {18}\) which have well-defined parts (i.e. ingredient) and wholes (i.e. organ) respectively.

- DBpedia provides the corresponding parts and wholes.

- Freebase provides the ingredients for each food dish, which can be used as an independent gold standard for the first task; and experts in the medical domain were readily available to assess PLATO’s performance for the second task.

PLATO was then applied to both tasks. For the Dish-Ingredient task, the partonomy properties discovered by PLATO was validated against the ingredients for each dish provided by Freebase to compute both precision (i.e. number of correct partonomy properties discovered by PLATO over all partonomy properties discovered) and recall (i.e. number of actual partonomy properties discovered by PLATO over all partonomy properties). For the Anatomy-Organ task, an independent gold standard does not exist – i.e. Freebase does not provide the organs for each anatomy part. Hence, an expert in human anatomy was employed to grade each partonomy property discovered by PLATO, and reported PLATO’s precision based on the expert’s response. These experts had no knowledge about PLATO and were presented the results as an exercise.

\(^{17}\)http://www.freebase.com/view/food/views/dish

\(^{18}\)http://www.freebase.com/view/medicine/views/anatomical_structure
to judge if the presented ingredients are used for the given dish. The expert used the same grading criteria described in the previous experiment (see Section 4.1). The recall for PLATO is not reported because of resource and time limitations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dish-Ingredient Task</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatomy-Organ Task</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: This table shows PLATO’s performance on precision and recall for the Dish-Ingredient task, and PLATO’s performance on precision for the Anatomy-Organ task. Recall was not reported for the second task because of time and resource limitations.

Table 6.3 shows the results for both tasks. For the Dish-Ingredient task, PLATO achieved high recall and modest precision. The Freebase dish gold standard consists of 2,615 dishes and a total of 1317 ingredients across these dishes. Many of the dishes do not have ingredients mentioned for them. PLATO discovered a total of 1766 partonomy relationships between Freebase dishes and DBpedia ingredients, of which 936 are valid according to the gold standard – giving a recall of 0.72 and precision of 0.53. This result demonstrates that PLATO can effectively discover partonomy properties across different LOD Cloud datasets. Interestingly, the modest precision was due to PLATO discovering additional, valid partonomy properties not present in the Freebase gold standard. For example, a stuff-object property exists between the ingredient ice cream and the dish ‘Baked Alaska’, which PLATO correctly discovered. However, the Freebase gold standard overlooked this relationship, resulting in lower precision.

Given this oversight, 2 human graders were employed to independently review each extra result generated (830 in total) to determine whether it’s due to a real erroneous result given by PLATO or a gap in the gold standard (i.e. an overlooked ingredient in a food dish). The graders used the same grading criteria described in Section 4.1. Both graders were required to agree that a response is valid in order for it to be counted as correct. The graders responses were then used to adjust the precision. They found 512 correct answers out of 830, which resulted in total correct ingredients of 936+512=1448, an adjusted precision of 0.82 – a significant increase over the original precision.

For the Anatomy-Organ task, PLATO achieved high precision. Of the 8,397 distinct partonomy properties discovered by PLATO, the human expert verified 7,221 as correct, thus leading to a precision of 0.86. The expert in this case, is a researcher in medical science and not related to research and development of
PLATO. The expert was presented the results of PLATO as a grading exercise to judge if the assertions are right or wrong. This result further demonstrates – in a different domain – that PLATO can effectively discover partonomy properties across different LOD Cloud datasets. For example, PLATO correctly identified that the entity 'Axon' is a component-integral object part of entities such as 'dorsal root ganglion', 'synapse', 'neuron' and 'nerve'.

### 6.4.3 Assertion of schema level links

Using the instance level assertions which are generated between entities, it becomes possible to identify the schema level relationships, which exist between the classes of these entities, as, described at the end of Section 6.3.2. For example, using the fact that 'Nirvana has a member Kurt Cobain' and 'Queen has a member Freddie Mercury', and in fact that for all bands some member has been found which is classified as an artist, schema level assertions between DBpedia classes can be identified such as

\[
\text{dbpedia-owl:Band rdfs:subClassOf [}
\begin{align*}
\text{rdf:type} & \quad \text{owl:Restriction} ; \\
\text{owl:onProperty} & \quad :\text{hasMember} ; \\
\text{owl:someValuesFrom} & \quad \text{dbpedia-owl:Artist}
\end{align*}
\text{] .}
\]

The schema level statement essentially says that 'Bands have members Artists'. Table 6.4 shows the evaluation of precision for schema level links, which were asserted by PLATO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total # of Class Pairs</th>
<th>Correctly Identified</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Precision as measured on Schema Level Links Between DBpedia entities

The entity in column 1 in Table 6.4 is the total number of distinct class pairs that were asserted to have a relationship in the file expressing schema level constraints. For example [dbpedia-owl:Artist,dbpedia-owl:Organization],[dbpedia-owl:Artist,dbpedia-owl:Artifact]. Thus, a single entity may occur in multiple
such combinations, but in each of these pairs, the entity with which it is being related to is unique. Of these 93 different pairs, a total of 81 were found to be correct, leading to a precision of 0.87. The number of class pairs found is low because many entities in the DBpedia dataset do not have any classes associated with them. Identification of schema level relationships can potentially help with improving the precision and recall of instance level relationship identification. This dataset has also been made available on the project page for download.

6.5 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which, automatically identifies ‘part-of’ relationships in the context of the LOD cloud or RDF datasets. The field of Ontology Matching and Instance Matching has been focusing on identifying relationships such as ‘sameAs’, ‘subClass’ and ‘equivalentClass.’ In [38, 23] the authors present a survey in the area of ontology matching. This helps in cleaning up the data and improving the quality of links at the instance level, but the issue of identifying appropriate relationships at the schema level has not been addressed. voiD [1] provides a vocabulary to represent the relationships between the different datasets. SILK Framework [116] automates the process of link discovery between LOD datasets at the instance level. At the schema level, a notable effort for creating a unified reference point for LOD schemas is UMBEL [11], which is a coherent framework for ontology development and can serve as a reference framework.

There has been a number of efforts in the area of Natural Language Processing for identification of part-of relationships within a text corpora [45, 113]. This includes effort that utilizes the presence of certain lexico-syntactic patterns (Hearst patterns [56]) to indicate a particular semantic relationship between two nouns. However, much of this work has been confined to ontology learning [24] in the sense of hyponym extraction [56]. A closely related work that also mines the Web for the relations is NELL [20]. There are a few notable differences between our approach and NELL, (1) NELL uses a crawler to crawl the Web and identify relations it can find between entities on the web. PLATO is focused on LOD cloud and for a given pair of entities, PLATO tries to identify the relationship between them. (2) Predicates or properties extracted from NELL are at the surface level and do not convey the semantics of the properties. For example, while
NELL does extracts fact such as Athens and Greece are related by the predicate citycapitalofcountry, it does not explicitly provides any semantics to those relationships. NELL has given a lot of insight and it also validates the belief that web can be mined to gain information about relationships. However, it will be extremely difficult to compare PLATO with NELL since, NELL is not available for download and systems have different set up and objectives.

The closest work in this respect is Espresso [90] that again works on a specific text corpus. A key difference of this work from PLATO is its use of a supervised approach. Further, it disregards any information about the type of entities, which can be captured using Winston’s patterns.
Querying Partonomical Relationship on LOD cloud

Recently, spatial information has become widely available to consumers through a number of popular sites such as Google Maps, Yahoo Maps and Geonames.org. In the context of the Semantic Web, Geonames has provided RDF encoding of their knowledge base. One issue that makes using the Geonames ontology, or any non-trivial spatial ontology difficult to use, is that users have to completely understand the structure of the ontology before they can write meaningful queries. To illustrate the point, consider the following query from National Geographic Bee, "In which country is the city of Pamplona? This seems to be a straightforward question, and one would assume that the logic for encoding this question into SPARQL query would be to ask Return a country which contains a city called Pamplona. However, it turns out that such a simple query does not work. This is because Pamplona is a city within a state, within the country of Spain. Therefore the correct logic for encoding the question into query would be Return a country which contains a state, which contains a county, which contains a city called Pamplona. Unless the user fully understands the structure of the ontology, it is not possible to write such queries.

In this chapter, a system called PARQ (Partonomical Relationship Based Query Rewriting System) is introduced that will automatically align the gap between the constraints expressed in users query and the actual structured representation of information in the ontology. The work leverages existing work in classification of partonomic relationships to re-write queries.

1 http://geonames.org
2 http://www.nationalgeographic.com/geobee/
7.1 Introduction

To study the accuracy of approach for re-write, PARQ was tested on (1) 120 randomly selected questions from the National Geographic Bee and evaluated them on Geonames ontology (2) 46 randomly selected trivia questions related to British villages and counties from trivia website \(^3\) and evaluated them on British Administrative Geography Ontology \(^4\). For both the evaluations, users were instructed to read the questions and to write queries in SPARQL for the questions. PARQ rewrote the queries using partonomical relationships. The results were encouraging, and on an average, for evaluation 1, PARQ was able to re-write and answer 84 of 120 queries posed by users, whereas a SPARQL processing system could answer only 20 such queries. For evaluation 2, PARQ was able to re-write and answer 41 of 46 queries posed by users. For both the evaluations, the performance of PARQ was also compared with another well known system PSPARQL \(^2\) which extends SPARQL with path expressions to allow use of regular expressions with variables in predicate position of SPARQL.

The contributions of this work are the following:

1. This work focuses on rewriting SPARQL Queries, written from a users perspective without worrying about the underlying representation of information

2. The work utilizes partonomic transformation rules to re-write SPARQL queries

3. PARQ has been completely evaluated on third party data (queries and dataset) and shows that it is able to re-write and answer queries not answered by a SPARQL processing system. It also demonstrates PARQ can significantly improve precision without any recall loss.

7.2 Background

All spatial entities are fundamentally part of some other spatial entity. Hence, spatial query processing systems often encounter queries such as (1) querying for parts of spatial entities (for example, give me all

\(^{3}\text{http://www.funtrivia.com/}\)

\(^{4}\text{http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/ontology/AdministrativeGeography/v2.0/AdministrativeGeography.rdf}\)
counties in Ohio) (2) querying for wholes which encompass spatial parts (for example, return a country which contains a city called Pamplona).

By identifying which relationships between spatial entities are partonomic in nature it becomes feasible to identify if queries involving those relationships fail because of part-whole mismatch and it becomes possible to fix the mismatches using transformation rules that leverage the partonomic relationships. This section provides a brief overview of work related to partonomic relationships.

This work of query rewriting to remove these mismatches is based upon using well accepted partonomic relationships to address mismatches between a user's conceptualization of a domain and the actual information structure. Part/Whole relation, or partonomy, is an important fundamental relationship which manifests itself across all physical entities such as human made objects (Cup-Handle), social groups (Jury-Jurors) and conceptual entities such as time intervals (5th hour of the day). Its frequent occurrence results in manifestation of part-for-whole mismatch and whole-for-part mismatch within many domains especially spatial datasets.

Winston [118] created a categorization of part whole relations which identified and covers part whole relations from a number of domains such as artifacts, geographical entities, food and liquids. It is one of the most comprehensive categorization of partonomic relationships and other works in similar spirit such as [44] analyze his categorization.

This categorization has been created using three relational elements:

1. Functional/Non-Functional (F/NF): Parts are in a specific spatial/temporal relation with respect to each other and to the whole to which they belong. Example: Belgium is a part of NATO partly because of its specific spatial position.

2. Homeomerous/Non-Homeomerous (H/NH): Parts are same as each other and to the whole. Example: Slice of pie is same as other slices and the pie itself [118].

3. Separable/Inseparable (S/IN): Parts are separable/ inseparable from the whole. Example: A card can be separated from the deck to which it belongs.

Table 6.1 illustrates these six different categories, their description using the relational elements and examples of partonomic relationships covered by them.
Using this classification and relational elements, relations between two entities can be marked as partonomic or non partonomic in nature. Further if they are partonomic, the category to which they belong is identified. Finally, appropriate transformation rules can be defined for each category to fix these mismatches.

For the purpose of this work, the focused is on the last category "Place-Area”. Places are not parts of any area because of any functional contribution to the whole, and they are similar to the other places in the area as well. Also places cannot be separated from the area to which they belong. Hence, this classification can allow appropriate ontological relationships to be mapped to Place-Area category such as those found in Geonames.

### 7.3 Challenges

### 7.4 PARQ Approach

At the highest level of abstraction, PARQ takes in a SPARQL query and transforms it with the help of transformation rules. This section provides the details of the system. It describes the various modules of the system, the technologies used for building the system, the transformation rules utilized for transformation of the SPARQL queries and the motivation behind them. Finally it describes the underlying algorithm that explains how the transformation rules are utilized by PARQ for re-writing queries.

#### 7.4.1 System Architecture

PARQ consists of following three major modules: 1) Mapping Repository 2) Transformation Rule generator and 3) Query Re-writer. Figure 7.1 illustrates the overall architecture of this system.

#### 7.4.1.1 Mapping Repository

This module stores mappings of ontological properties to Winstons categories. These mappings are utilized by the Transformation Rule Generator to generate domain specific rules, which are consumed by the
Query Re-writer. This is the only module in the system which requires user interaction (other than for query submission). In other words, the user has to specify these mappings.

Each mapping is encoded as a rule in Jenas rule engine format where the antecedent is a triple specifying an ontological property to be mapped and the consequent is a triple specifying the Winston category that the property is mapped to. For example, the following mapping:

[parentFeature: (?a geo:parentFeature ?b)⇒(?a place_part_of ?b)]

maps parentFeature a property from the Geonames ontology to place_part_of Winstons category of Place-Area.

### 7.4.1.2 Transformation Rule Generator

This module automatically generates domain specific transformation rules using the mapping repository and pre-defined meta-level transformation rules based on Winstons categories of part-whole relations, which will be explained later. For example, given the following meta-level transformation rule:

```
```

This module will utilize the parentFeature mapping defined above to generate the following domain specific transformation rule.

```
newline [transitivity_parentFeature: (?a geo:parentFeature ?b)(?b geo:parentFeature ?c)⇒(?a geo:parentFeature ?c)]
```

The resulting rule is used by the Query Re-writer to re-write the graph pattern of SPARQL queries in the event of a partonomic mismatch.

This design enables PARQ to be easily used with a wide-range of ontologies. The knowledge engineer only needs to specify the mappings between properties of these ontologies and Winstons categories, which requires less effort than generating the domain-specific transformation rules themselves. This design also allows the transformation rules to be extended in an ontology agnostic manner.

This module has been implemented using Jenas \(^5\) rule engine API. Like the mappings, the meta-level

\(^5\)http://openjena.org
transformation rules and the generated rules are encoded in the format accepted by Jena rule engine API. The rule engine allows reading, parsing and processing of rules along with the creation and serialization of new rules.

7.4.1.3 Query Re-writer

This module re-writes a SPARQL query in case of a partonomic mismatch between the query and the knowledge base to which the query is posed. This module is implemented using Jena and ARQ API. Jena and ARQ provide functionality to convert a query into algebraic representation and vice versa. The triples specified in the query are identified. If they map to partonomic relation using the mapping repository and using Jenas Rule Engine API, the domain specific transformation rule, appropriate transformation is performed on the triples. These transformations are then utilized to re-write the triples exhibiting the mismatch using the features provided by ARQ API.

We believe including transitivity as a part of the reasoner can result in significant overhead for large datasets such as geonames where transitivity applies to almost all the entities. By including it as a part of query rewriting method (1) it allows the mismatches to be resolved on an ”on demand” basis (2) it makes it easy to plug in support for resolving other kinds of mismatches.

7.4.2 Meta-level Transformation Rules

Meta-level transformation rules are used to generate domain-specific rules that are used to resolve mismatches resulting from differences in encoding between the granularity of query constraints and the knowledge base by transforming the encoding of the constraints in the query to match the knowledge base.

These meta-level rules are defined at the level of Winstons categories, and a rule defined for a particular category applies to only the partonomic relations covered by that category. For example, rules defined for Component-Object category will cover only relations between machines and their parts, organization and their members, etc.

\(^6\)http://openjena.org
The following methodology was used to define the meta-level rules used by our system. First, previous work by Varzi[21, 114] and Winston was leveraged, who both showed the semantics of transitivity holds true as long as it is applied across the same category of partonomic relation. From this result, we defined the meta-level transitive transformation rules shown in Table 2, that correspond to Winstons six part-whole categories.

Next, the interaction between Winstons categories was investigated by examining all possible combinations of these categories for additional transformation rules. This investigation, however, resulted in only frivolous rules, which were not useful for resolving mismatches. For example, the following transformation rule resulted from composing the Feature-Activity category with the Place-Area category.

$$(a \text{ place\_part\_of } b) \land (b \text{ feature\_part\_of } c) \Rightarrow (a \text{ feature\_part\_of } c)$$

However given the following query and triples in an ontology (given in English for brevity),

**QUERY:** ”What state was attacked in WW-II?”

**TRIPLE 1:** Florida is a place part of USA (Place-Area). **TRIPLE 2:** USA was attacked in WW-II (Feature-Activity)

The rule incorrectly transformed this query to match the ontology, that resulted in an incorrect answer being returned (i.e. Florida).

The reason for these frivolous rules is because Winstons categories are mutually exclusive as they are defined using relational elements. Hence, the meta-level transformations consist of only transitive rules. Despite this small number of rules, it was found through evaluation that transitivity by itself provide significant leverage in resolving part-whole mismatches.

### 7.4.3 Algorithm

The algorithm used in applying transitivity for resolving mismatches is show in Fig 7.4.3

The intermediate nodes are replaced such that the object and subject of contiguous triples have the variable names. Replace the triple in the graph pattern with the path containing the variables.
7.4. PARQ APPROACH

7.4.3.1 Explanation

Let us explain the algorithm using a query In which county can you find the village of Crook that is full of lakes? If the SPARQL Query submitted by user for this question is

```sparql
SELECT ?countyName
WHERE
{ ?village ord:hasVernacularName "Crook" .
   ?county rdf:type ord:County ;
   ord:hasVernacularName ?countyName ;
   ord:spatiallyContains ?village .
}
```

**Step 1:** The system compiles the query to verify if it is well formed. Since, in this case it is a well written query, the system moves on to Step 2.

**Step 2:** The query is converted into its algebraic representation, and the system iterates through its list of triples to identify triples containing partonomic relationship using the mapping file provided by the user. In this case the last triple

\[ t = \text{?county ord:spatiallyContains ?village} \]

contains spatiallyContains property which indicates that the object is part of the subject. Hence, this triple is identified as a triple for re-writing.

**Step 3:** The other triples which contain the variables mentioned in t, such as:

```sparql
?village ord:hasVernacularName "Crook" .
?county rdf:type ord:County .
?county ord:hasVernacularName ?countyName .
```

are utilized for unifying the values of variables of t (i.e. ?village and ?county). Using these ?village = osr7000000000013015 which is the resource for Crook in Administrative Geography Ontology and ?county=set of resources belonging to counties is computed.
Step 4: The set of unified values from Step3 is then utilized to compute a path by executing transformation rule of transitivity involving the property tangentiallySpatiallyContains, completelySpatiallyContains?

\( ?\text{place} = \text{osr7000000000013015} \) following path being returned: ?county=List of counties. This results in the

1. \( \text{osr7000000000013244} \text{ tangentiallySpatiallyContains osr7000000000012934} \)
2. \( \text{osr7000000000012934 completelySpatiallyContains osr7000000000013015} \)

Step 5: In the path, the source and destination are replaced as mentioned in the original query, and the intermediate node is consistently replaced by a variable.

1. ?county ord:tangentiallySpatiallyContains ?var

Step 6: In the original query the last triple is replaced by these two triples resulting in the following query

```
SELECT ?countyName
WHERE
{
  ?village ord:hasVernacularName "Crook" .
  ?county rdf:type ord:County ;
      ord:hasVernacularName ?countyName ;
      ord:tangentiallySpatiallyContains ?var .
}
```

There can be certain cases where a number of paths are computed between two end points because of transitivity. This will result in generation of multiple re-written queries. The generated queries are ranked using the following parameters: (1) Re-written queries generating results are given higher ranking than ones which do not (2) If both queries generate results, in those scenarios queries requiring minimum amount of re-writing are given a higher ranking.
7.5 Evaluation

The objective is to determine whether the approach enables users to successfully pose queries about partonomic information to ontology where the users are not familiar with its structure and organization. This lack of familiarity will result in many mismatches that need to be resolved in order to achieve good performance.

To evaluate the objective, Geonames and British Ordinance Survey Administrative Geography Ontology were chosen as ontologies because: (1) they are one of the richest sources of partonomic information available to the semantic web community. (2) they are rich in spatial information. Geonames has over 8 million place names such as countries, monument, cities, etc. which are related to each other via partonomic relationships corresponding to Winstons category of Place-Area. For example, cities are parts of provinces and provinces are parts of countries. Table 7.1 shows some key relationships found in Geonames.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>property</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>Name of the place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>featureCode</td>
<td>Identifies if the place is a country, city, capital etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parentFeature</td>
<td>Identifies that the place identified by domain is located within the place identified by the range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Important Properties in Geonames

Similarly, Administrative Geography Ontology provides data related to location of villages, counties and cities of the United Kingdom which again map to Winstons place-area relation. Table 7.2 shows the description of key administrative geography ontology properties. Namespace has been omitted for brevity.

For evaluating our approach on Geonames ontology, a corpus of queries was constructed for evaluation by randomly selecting 120 questions from previous editions of National Geographic Bee, an annual competition organized by the National Geographic Society which tests students from across the world on their knowledge of world geography. For British Administrative Geography ontology, 46 questions were selected from a popular trivia website that hosts a number of quizzes related to British geography. These questions were chosen for evaluation because:

---

7 [http://geonames.org](http://geonames.org)
8 [http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsiteontology/AdministrativeGeography/v2.0/AdministrativeGeography.rdf](http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsiteontology/AdministrativeGeography/v2.0/AdministrativeGeography.rdf)
Table 7.2: Important Properties in Administrative Geography Ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>property</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spatiallyContains</td>
<td>The interior and boundary of one region is completely contained in the interior of the other region, or the interior of one region is completely contained in the interior or the boundary of the other region and their boundaries intersect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tangentiallySpatiallyContains</td>
<td>The interior of one region is completely contained in the interior or the boundary of the other region and their boundaries intersect. It is a subproperty of spatiallyContains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>completelySpatiallyContains</td>
<td>The interior and boundary of one region is completely contained in the interior of the other region. It is a sub-property of spatiallyContains.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. These questions are publicly available, so others can replicate the evaluation.

2. Each question has a well-defined answer, which avoids ambiguity when grading the performance of this approach.

3. These questions are of places and their partonomic relationship to each other. Hence, there is significant overlap with Geonames and Administrative Geography Ontology.

Examples of such questions include:

- The Gobi Desert is the main physical feature in the southern half of a country also known as the homeland of Genghis Khan. Name this country.

- In which English county, also known as ”The Jurassic Coast” because of the many fossils to be found there, will you find the village of Beer Hacket?

Once the questions were selected, 4 human respondents were employed (computer science students at a local university) to encode the corresponding SPARQL query for each question. These respondents are familiar with SPARQL (familiarity ranged from intermediate to advanced) but are not familiar with Geonames or Administrative Geography Ontology. These two conditions meet the evaluation objective.

For the National Geographic Bee questions, each subject was given all 120 questions along with a description of the properties in the Geonames ontology. Each subject was then instructed to encode the SPARQL query for each question using these properties and classes.
7.5. **EVALUATION**

For the trivia questions, only one human respondent was employed to encode the corresponding SPARQL query because of limitations in time and resources. This respondent was given all 46 questions along with a description of the properties in the administrative geography ontology.

These instructions, original queries, responses and source code is available for download at http://knoesis.wright.edu/students/prateek/geos.htm

### 7.5.1 Geonames Results and Discussion

The approach was compared to PSPARQL and SPARQL. PSPARQL [2] extends SPARQL with path expressions to allow use of regular expressions with variables in predicate position of SPARQL. The regular expression patterns allowed in PSPARQL grammar can be constructed over the set of uris, blank nodes and variables. For example, the following query when posed to PSPARQL returns all cities connected to the capital of France by a plane or train.

```
Select ?City2
WHERE
{ ?City1 ex:capital ex:France .
  ?City1 (ex:plane | ex:train) ?City2 . }
```

Queries encoded by human respondents (see previous subsection) were posed to SPARQL and PARQ. The performance of each approach was graded using the metrics of precision (i.e. the number of correct answers over the total number of answers given by an approach) and recall (i.e. the number of correct answers over the total number of answers for the queries). An approach was assumed to have correctly answered a query if its answer was the same as the answer provided by the National Geographic Bee.

Figure 7.2 shows the result of this evaluation for PARQ and SPARQL. PARQ on an average correctly re-writes 84 queries of the 120 posed by users performing significantly better than SPARQL processing system across all respondents ($p < 0.01$ for the X2 test in each case). The low performance (61 queries by using PARQ and 19 by SPARQL) for respondent 3 can be attributed to this subject having the least familiarity with writing queries in SPARQL and writing improper SPARQL queries. The high performance (103 queries using PARQ and 33 using SPARQL) for respondent 4, can be attributed to this subject having
the most experience with SPARQL. For each respondent, the difference of 120 and re-written queries is the number of queries not re-written using PARQ.

Figure 7.1 depicts the workflow, which is described in more detail in the subsequent sections.

For this comparison, the execution time of PARQ to PSPARQL was also compared as shown in Figure 7.3. Because of limitations in time and resources, only one respondent was asked to encode the queries posed to PSPARQL. Hence, Respondent 4 was selected because this respondent has the most experience and familiarity with SPARQL.

Although PARQ and PSPARQL deliver the same recall (86.7%), the results clearly illustrate that PARQ performs much better than PSPARQL in precision (p < 0.01 for X2 test) because of retrieval of multiple answers by PSPARQL even when the particular resource was present only once in the ontology, thus exhibiting a flaw in the underlying algorithm or implementation. It also illustrates that PSPARQL takes almost 95% more time on average in answering a query than PARQ (p < 0.05 for 2-tailed pair-wise t-test).

These results show that mismatches are common when posing queries to an ontology and that this approach can successfully resolve these mismatches which enabled more queries to be correctly answered.

For example, given the question:

In which country is Grand Erg Oriental?

Most of the subjects produced the following query.

```
PREFIX geo:<http://www.geonames.org/ontology\#>
SELECT ?countryname
WHERE
  {?country geo:featureCode geo:A.PCLI.
   geo:name ?countryname.
   ?placegeo:name "Grand Erg Oriental";
   geo:parentFeature ?country.}
```

This query, however, failed to return any results when posed to Geonames because in Geonames Grand Erg Oriental is represented as a part of Tunis al Janubiyyah Wilayat (a state) which is a part of Tunisia (a
7.5. EVALUATION

PARQ was able to rewrite the original query to align with Geonames (see rewritten query below) which enabled the correct result to be retrieved (i.e. Tunisia).

PREFIX geo:<http://www.geonames.org/ontology/>#
SELECT ?countryname
WHERE
{
  ?country geo:featureCode geo:A.PCLI;
  geo:name ?countryname.
  ?place geo:name "Grand Erg Oriental".
  geo:parentFeature ?var.
  ?var geo:parentFeature ?country.
}

7.5.2 Administrative Geography Ontology Results and Discussion

For the questions related to British villages and counties, the results were also compared our approach to PSPARQL. PARQ was not compared to SPARQL because it delivered poor performance in the previous evaluation. Because of time and resource limitations, only one respondent was asked to serialize trivia questions related to British Villages for PARQ and PSPARQL. Again, Respondent 4 was selected for this task because this respondent has the most experience and familiarity with SPARQL. The performance of each approach was graded using precision and recall, and the execution time of both approaches was also compared. An approach was assumed correctly answered a query if its answer was the same as the answer provided by the trivia website. As illustrated in Figure 7.4 PSPARQL and PARQ perform equally well for recall, but PARQ has a much better precision than PSPARQL (p<0.01 for X2 test). It also illustrates PSPARQL on an average is 28 times slower than PARQ (p<0.05 for the 2-tailed pair-wise t-test).

These results again illustrate the fact that part-for-whole and whole-for-part mismatches are common in spatial ontologys and PARQ helps resolve these mismatches allowing users to write queries without worrying about the structure of the ontology. As for example for the following trivia question In which
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English county, also known as "The Jurassic Coast" because of the many fossils to be found there, will you find the village of Beer Hackett?

The user poses the following SPARQL query for the question (Namespace omitted for brevity).

```
SELECT ?countyName
WHERE
{ ?village ord:hasVernacularName "Beer Hackett" .
  ?county rdf:type ord:County ;
  ord:hasVernacularName ?countyName ;
  ord:spatiallyContains ?village .
}
```

The above specified query will not fetch any results because (1) the instance data for Administrative Geography models information using two subproperties of spatiallyContains namely tangentiallySpatiallyContains and completelySpatiallyContains. (2) Villages may or may not be directly part of counties and may contain additional administrative divisions in between.

Unfortunately the difference between tangentiallySpatiallyContains and completelySpatiallyContains is very subtle and makes it extremely difficult for a nave user to correctly identify and use the property for querying the ontology, unless the user looks at the instance data and identifies the properties. However, the property spatiallyContains is a parent property of both tangentiallySpatiallyContains and completelySpatiallyContains and is perhaps the most intuitive property of the ontology which captures the semantics of both the properties and can be used by a user for posing queries. So when the above mentioned query is re-written by PARQ according to ontology as following, it retrieves the correct result of Dorset.

```
SELECT ?countyName
WHERE
{ ?village ord:hasVernacularName "Beer Hackett" .
  ?county rdf:type ord:County ;
  ord:hasVernacularName ?countyName ;
}
```
7.5.3 Summary of Results and Limitations

Based on our experiments performed it has been demonstrated that PARQ significantly improves precision without any loss in recall and performs significantly faster as well over other systems. Although our approach significantly improved performance over PSPARQL and SPARQL, there were several queries that it could not answer. Our analysis uncovered the following reasons:

- Several queries (e.g. those about political entities) could not be answered because of insufficient information in Geonames. Example of such queries includes The Cayman Islands are a territory of which country?

- Some queries required additional transformations beyond the ones identified by this work. These transformations involve relations such as containment and overlap of entities which cannot be defined in terms of Winstons categories. Hence, there is a need to extend Winstons categories to handle these types of mismatches. Example of such queries includes Which continent contains the largest number of landlocked countries?

- Some questions required features, such as aggregate functions, that are not part of the standard SPARQL specification. The focus of this work is to provide support for features which are part of standard SPARQL specification. Example of such queries includes Not including Taiwan, how many provinces comprise China?

7.6 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge this is the first work which tries to allow users to formulate SPARQL queries from their perspective without having to worry about the structure of the ontology. However, there are
existing works related to RDF Query processing and retrieval of spatial information some of which are worth mentioning to highlight their salient features and distinguish this work from them.

The use of Semantic Web technologies for better retrieval of spatial information by incorporating data semantics and exploiting it during the search process was illustrated in [35]. Building upon the vision of [35], for retrieval of spatial information, in a previous work [92] operators have been defined to query spatial, temporal and thematic information from RDF datasets. PARQ’s approach for retrieval of spatial information in that work utilizes metric parameters such as geometric co-ordinates, radius, buffer for defining various operators. The operators enhance the standard spatial operators provided by Oracle Spatial and are implemented as supplemental to SPARQL. The reliance on metric parameters compliments this approach here which relies on utilization of named relationships.

Another interesting approach for querying spatial information using SPARQL [70] advocates re-modeling of ontology, than extending SPARQL for retrieval of information. Because of the emphasis on remodeling ontology than transformation of query, this work is obviously along a different dimension than our work. But the work discusses shortcomings of SPARQL for querying spatial data and discusses some interesting query types which a language tailored for spatial querying should be able to handle and hence motivates this work. In [71] authors discuss a system for storing spatial and semantic web data efficiently without sacrificing query efficiency which in future can help in supporting various other kinds of queries.

In [3] have been defined operators for identifying paths in RDF dataset given a source and destination. Using these operators it is possible to express constraints such as the length of the path, specifying a particular node to include in the paths etc. This work differs from these works since this work is not on identifying paths. Additionally, PARQ re-writes SPARQL queries and does not require specification of source and destinations for results to be retrieved. In [95, 2] investigate incorporation of regular expressions in the predicate position of SPARQL queries. Though some of these works can be used for answering the queries they suffer from issues of poor precision and slower execution time as demonstrated through the evaluation. Query re-writing has been investigated in other research areas such as databases for yielding better execution plans, data integration and semantic data caching in client-server system [51]. In context of query languages for structured graph data models, [30, 29] deal with queries that involve transitive or repetitive patterns of relations in context of databases.
There has been work in spatial query processing system for retrieval of information using partonomic relation such as in [22, 115], but not in the context of SPARQL and not utilizing named relationships. These works rely on the use of metric relations such as radius, distance etc. [22] focus on creation of composite or higher order objects via the process of thematic and spatial abstraction.

The work which comes close to this approach is [69]. The work utilizes OWL-DL entailment rules for re-writing SPARQL to retrieve inference results. Unlike this approach where the original graph pattern is altered, the queries are altered by extending graph pattern using UNION construct of SPARQL. In the absence of an accessible implementation, it is difficult to compare this approach with the system.

Another work SPARQL-DL [104] incorporates the semantics of SPARQL in their DL reasoner and hence, is along a different dimension than this work. Some other works on query rewriting are related to Query Optimization [54], but in this work the concern is with retrieval of information from spatial datasets by harnessing partonomic relationships than its optimization.

7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter an approach for supporting SPARQL rewriting to allow users to write queries from their perspective without having to worry about the structure of the ontology has been presented. The experiments have been completely performed on third party dataset and queries. Using the experimental results it can be proven that the system re-writes these queries using transformation rules such as transitivity effectively and thus helps in resolving the mismatch between query constraints and underlying knowledge base while maintaining a high level of precision of results. Further it can be demonstrated that PARQ is significantly faster and can improve precision without any loss to recall.
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Figure 7.1: PARQ system flow chart

```sql
SELECT ?schoolname
```
7.7. CONCLUSION

SPR = Set of Partonomic Relation
If the query is not well formed
    return
else
    Convert the query Q into its algebraic representation (AR).
    Identify the graph pattern (GP) and query variables (QV).
    For every triple t ∈ GP
        if t.property ∈ SPR
            If t.subject is a variable
                Identify other triples with t.subject and use them to unify t.subject
                Insert unified values in s.List
            else
                Insert t.subject in s.List
            If t.object is a variable
                Identify other triples with t.object and use them to unify t.object
                Insert unified values in o.List
            else
                Insert t.object in o.List
        for each s ∈ s.List
            for each o ∈ o.List
                path = Find path between s and o using the transformation rule.
                If (path! = null)
                    Replace the resources in the path such that,
                    path.source = t.subject.
                    path.destination = t.object
                    The intermediate nodes are replaced such that the object and subject of contiguous triples have the variable names.
                    Replace the triple in the graph pattern with the path containing the variables.
    Return the query Q’ to the user

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>System</th>
<th># of queries answered</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondent1</td>
<td>PARQ</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>20.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent2</td>
<td>PARQ</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent3</td>
<td>PARQ</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>15.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent4</td>
<td>PARQ</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>85.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.2: PARQ Results on Geonames
Table 7.3: Comparison of PARQ and PSPARQL on Geonames for respondent 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Execution time/query in seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PARQ</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>0.3976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSPARQL</td>
<td>6.414%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>37.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.3: Comparison of PSPARQL and PARQ on Geonames for respondent 4

Table 7.4: Comparison for Ordnance Survey Dataset for Respondent 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Execution time/query in seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PARQ</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>89.13%</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSPARQL</td>
<td>65.079%</td>
<td>89.13%</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.4: Comparison for Ordnance Survey Dataset for Respondent 4
LOQUS: Linked Open Data SPARQL Querying System

8.1 Introduction

The Linked Open Data (LOD) methodology has recently emerged as a powerful way of linking together disparate data sources [17]. Using this methodology, researchers have interlinked data from diverse areas such as life sciences, nature, geography, and entertainment. Moreover, many prominent datasources (e.g. Wikipedia\textsuperscript{1}, PubMed\textsuperscript{2}, data.gov\textsuperscript{3}, etc.) – have also adopted this methodology to interlink their data.

The result is the LOD cloud\textsuperscript{4} – a large and growing collection of interlinked public datasets represented using RDF and OWL. Concepts (and instances) in a dataset are connected to (and hence can be reached from) related concepts (and instances) from other datasets through semantic relationships such as owl:sameAs. Hence, the LOD cloud is becoming the largest currently available structured knowledge-base. It has a potential for applicability in many AI-related task such as open domain question answering, knowledge discovery, and the Semantic Web.

An important prerequisite before the LOD cloud can enable these goals is allowing its users (and applications) to effectively pose queries to and retrieve answers from it. This prerequisite, however, is still an open problem for the LOD cloud. For example, in order to answer the following query from Jamendo\textsuperscript{5}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main\_Page}
  \item \texttt{http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/}
  \item \texttt{http://data.gov}
  \item \texttt{http://linkeddata.org/}
  \item \texttt{http://dbtune.org/jamendo/}
\end{itemize}
8.2. Motivation

SPARQL\(^6\) has emerged as the de-facto query language for the Semantic Web community. It provides a mechanism to express constraints and facts, and the entities matching those constraints are returned to the user. However, the syntax of SPARQL requires users to specify the precise details of the structure of

\(^6\)http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
the graph being queried in the triple pattern. To ease querying from an infrastructural perspective, data contributors have provided public SPARQL endpoints to query the LOD cloud datasets. But with respect to a systematic querying of the LOD cloud, we believe that the following challenges identified previously in [63] make the process difficult and should be addressed.

- **Intimate knowledge of datasets:** To formulate a query which spans multiple datasets (such as the one mentioned in the introduction) the user has to be familiar with multiple datasets. The user also has to express the precise relationships between concepts in the RDF triple pattern, which even in trivial scenarios implies browsing at least two to three datasets.

- **Schema heterogeneity:** The LOD cloud datasets cater to different domains, and thus require different modeling schemes. For example, a user interested in music related information has to skim through at least three different music related datasets such as Jamendo, MusicBrainz, MySpace. Even though the datasets belong to same domain, each have been modelled differently depending on the creator. This is perfectly fine from a knowledge engineering perspective, but it makes the querying of the cloud difficult as it requires users to understand the various heterogeneous schemas. This issue stems from the Lack of Conceptual Description of the LOD datasets.

- **Entity disambiguation:** Often the LOD cloud datasets have overlapping domains and tend to provide information about the same entity. To exemplify, both DBpedia and GeoNames have information about the city of Barcelona. Although GeoNames references DBpedia using the owl:sameAs property, which can confuse the user as to which is the best source to answer the query. This problem gets even more compounded when contradictory facts are reported for the same entity by different datasets. For example, DBpedia quotes the population of Barcelona as 1,615,908, whereas according to GeoNames it is 1,581,595. One can argue this might be because of a difference in the notion of the city of Barcelona. But that leads to another interesting question: Is the owl:sameAs property misused in the LOD cloud?

- **Ranking of results:** In scenarios where the results of the query can be computed and returned by multiple datasets, the result which should be ranked higher for a specific query becomes an interesting and important question. As presented above, the query related to population of Barcelona can be
answered by multiple datasets, but which one of them is more relevant in a specific scenario?. This issue has been addressed from the perspective of popularity of datasets by considering the cardinalities and types of the relationships in [110], but not from the perspective of requirements with regard to a specific query.

8.3 Our Approach

From a bird’s eyes perspective, LOQUS accepts SPARQL queries serialized by the user using concepts from an upper level ontology. LOQUS identifies the datasets and the corresponding queries to be executed on these datasets using primarily the mappings of upper level ontology to these LOD cloud datasets. This section introduces the architecture of our querying system, approach used for query execution, and the utilization of mappings for sub-query construction and the technique used for processing the results. Figure 8.1 illustrates the overall architecture of LOQUS.

8.3.0.0.1 System Architecture

LOQUS consists of the following modules (1) Upper level ontology mapped to the domain specific LOD datasets. (2) Module to identify the upper level concepts contained in the query and perform the translations to the LOD cloud datasets. (3) Module to split the query mapped to LOD datasets concepts into subqueries corresponding to different datasets. (4) Module to execute the queries remotely and process the results and deliver the final result to the user.

8.3.0.0.2 Upper Level Ontology

The upper level ontology has been created manually by reusing concepts from SUMO [88] and by identifying their equivalent or subsuming concepts in the LOD cloud datasets. To demonstrate, the SUMO concept of Nation can map to different concepts belonging to the datasets of the LOD cloud such as http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Country (DBpedia), http://www.geonames.org/ontology#A.PCLI (Geonames) and http://data.linkedmdb.org/resource/movie/country (linkedmdb). These mappings are at the schema level, and thus complement the existing mappings at the instance level provided by LOD cloud. Thus, reusing SUMO provides a single point of reference for querying the LOD cloud and consequently helps in query formulation. Further, because the mappings are at the schema level, the ontology can be utilized for reasoning and knowledge discovery over LOD cloud datasets.
8.3. Mapping of Upper Level Concepts to LOD Datasets

Using the mappings from SUMO, the concepts specified in the query can be mapped to concepts of the LOD cloud datasets. The concepts from LOD cloud dataset are substituted in the basic graph pattern (in lieu of concepts from SUMO) of the SPARQL query to create a query containing only concepts from the LOD datasets. The presence or absence of multiple mappings for a given concept gives an indication if the corresponding subqueries (which are created in the next step) should be involved in a union or if they should be joined to each other. Hence, this step also helps in creating a query plan for the execution and processing of results of the sub-queries.

8.3.0.0.4 Splitting of the Query Graph to Create Sub-Queries

The SPARQL query containing the concepts from the LOD cloud datasets is partitioned into sub-queries corresponding to the datasets whose concepts are being used in the query. The division of the original query graph is done by analyzing the namespaces of the concepts and taking cognizance of the fact that some vocabularies such as FOAF and
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SIOC are reused by other datasets.

8.3.0.0.5 Execution of Queries and Processing of Results  The foundation of the LOD cloud is on the reuse of URIs across datasets typically to assert similarity between concepts or to link them. In order to search for concepts similar to the variables of the queries created in the previous step, their graph is appended with triples querying for "owl:sameAs", "skos:closeMatch" and similar relations using the OPTIONAL pattern of SPARQL. This step helps in identifying similar concepts and also join results from different datasets.

The results retrieved from the execution of the queries are processed according to the query plan. For example, assume that the query plan suggests that results for execution of query "Search for nations and their corresponding populations" (executed on Geonames and DBpedia), should be in a "union" with each other. To perform this operation similar concepts are identified and grouped together. The similarity is identified by using similarity properties such as "owl:sameAs" or "skos:closeMatch". Thus, the Geonames resource for Haiti http://sws.geonames.org/3723988/ can be linked to the CIA Factbook concept http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/factbook/resource/Haiti by using the equivalence established by the DBpedia concept for Haiti http://dbpedia.org/page/Haiti, using an "owl:sameAs" link. Hence, answers from sub-queries can be merged and joined together. This mechanism also allows for finding results in scenarios which do not have a direct link by traversing some common well known similarity properties as mentioned above and retrieving information from there.

8.3.0.0.6 Scenario Illustration  A query submitted by the user using the upper level ontology searching for "Identify films, the nations where they were shot and the population of these countries" undergoes the following process

1. The user looks at the upper level ontology to identify the relevant concepts and serializes them into a SPARQL query.

   Select ?film ?nation ?pop
   WHERE
   { ?film sumo:location ?nation;
     rdf:type sumo:film.
2. By utilizing the mappings the LOD cloud dataset specific query concepts are substituted in lieu of upper level ontology concepts.

```
Select ?film ?nation ?pop
WHERE {?film linkedmdb:country ?nation;
  rdf:type linedmdb:film.
?nation rdf:type dbpedia:Country;
  geo:featureCode geo:A.PCLI;
  dbprop:populationCensus ?pop ;
  geo:population ?pop.}
```

3. By identifying the different datasets to which the concepts mentioned in the query graph pattern belongs, various sub-queries are created (each of which belong to a separate dataset). The query plan is also generated at this step by identifying if upper level ontology concept has multiple mappings or single mapping to LOD cloud dataset. For example, results of queries executed on datasets which provide demographic information such as DBpedia and geonames will be in "UNION", whereas LinkedMDB query results would be joined with these results.

```
{
  SELECT ?nation ?pop ?nation1 ?propertyvar
  WHERE {?nation rdf:type db:Country;
    dbprop:populationCensus ?pop.
  OPTIONAL{?nation owl:sameAs ?nation1.}
  OPTIONAL{?nation skos:closeMatch ?nation1.}
  OPTIONAL{?nation ?propertyvar ?nation1.}
}

UNION

SELECT ?nation ?pop ?nation1 ?propertyvar
WHERE {?nation geo:featureCode geo:A.PCLI;
  geo:population ?pop.
  OPTIONAL{?nation owl:sameAs ?nation1.}
  OPTIONAL{?nation skos:closeMatch ?nation1.}
  OPTIONAL{?nation ?propertyvar ?nation1.}
}
```
JOIN

SELECT ?Film ?nation ?nation1 ?propertyvar
WHERE {?Film linkedmdb:country ?nation;
    rdf:type linkedmdb:film.
OPTIONAL{?nation owl:sameAs ?nation1.}
OPTIONAL{?nation skos:closeMatch ?nation1.}
OPTIONAL{?nation ?propertyvar ?nation1.}
}

4. Using an available mapping of datasets and their corresponding SPARQL endpoints, the sub-queries are executed and the Table 8.1 to Table 8.3 illustrates some of the results fetched by the three sub-queries given above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>Nation1</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Property Var</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>geo:102358</td>
<td>db:SaudiArabia</td>
<td>28161000</td>
<td>owl:sameAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geo:103697</td>
<td>db:Mozambique</td>
<td>21284000</td>
<td>owl:sameAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geo:1269750</td>
<td>db:India</td>
<td>1147995000</td>
<td>owl:sameAs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Result execution of queries over geonames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>Nation1</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Property Var</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>db:SaudiArabia</td>
<td>geo:102358</td>
<td>28686633</td>
<td>owl:sameAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db:SaudiArabia</td>
<td>cyc:en/SaudiArabia</td>
<td>28686633</td>
<td>owl:sameAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db:Mozambique</td>
<td>umbel:Mozambique</td>
<td>21397000</td>
<td>owl:sameAs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2: Result execution of queries over dbpedia

5. Finally the results of these sub-queries are processed according to the preidentified query plan. The results to be involved in UNION are merged using equivalence properties such as ”owl:sameAs”, whereas the query results to be in JOIN are combined by looking for similar concepts. The generated results as illustrated in Table 8.4 are returned to the user.

8.4 Evaluation

As a proof of concept we have implemented LOQUS using the Jena Semantic Web Framework. The system takes a SPARQL query serialized by the user using concepts from the upper level ontology, and performs

\[\text{http://jena.sourceforge.net/}\]
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Table 8.3: Result execution of queries over linkedmdb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Property Var</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lmdb:30356</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>1147995000</td>
<td>geonames:1269750 skos:closeMatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lmdb:27302</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>28161000</td>
<td>geonames:102358 skos:closeMatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lmdb:35434</td>
<td>MZ</td>
<td>28,686,633</td>
<td>geonames:1036973 skos:closeMatch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.4: Result of user submitted query

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Property Var</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lmdb:30356</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>1147995000</td>
<td>db:India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lmdb:27302</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>28161000</td>
<td>db:Saudi_Arabia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We perform a qualitative evaluation of our system with DARQ [96] and SQUIN [53]. Our objective is to determine whether our system allows users to execute and retrieve answers to SPARQL queries over the LOD cloud without knowing the individual datasets and by just using the concepts from the upper level ontology. The lack of specification of LOD datasets in the queries requires good quality mappings to correctly identify the datasets which can be useful in answering the queries. Further, the system has to provide an efficient processing of the results for combining the results of sub-queries.

A standard measure for assessing the quality of querying systems are precision and recall. In our case, however, there does not exist any benchmarks or even available baselines for measuring these statistics partly because this is an emerging area. The sheer size of the LOD cloud makes it difficult to identify if all correct answers have been retrieved and reported. Currently there is no easy way to create a baseline for a large set of LOD cloud queries because there are no available systems which can perform the task in a complete manner, as required for creating a baseline reference. At the same time, SPARQL endpoints also restrict the number of results returned for a specific query. Hence, getting complete sets of answers is a challenge.

8.4.0.0.7 Queries and Results To evaluate our objective we took queries which require information from multiple LOD datasets and serialized them into SPARQL queries using concepts from the upper level ontology. Table 8.5 presents some of the queries used for evaluating LOQUS along with statistics related to the execution of these queries. The queries though small in number require information from different sections of the LOD cloud and some of them have been adopted from publicly available sources. The queries have been executed successfully by LOQUS in a manner similar to Query 1 (which is explained...
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in Scenario Illustration). All these queries are diverse and have different characteristics. Query 1 does not involve any concepts from LOD cloud datasets and the mentioned terms are variables or concepts from upper level ontology. Query 2 is taken from Jamendo website. In the corresponding SPARQL query, apart from URI for "Punk" taken from Jamendo, the remaining terms are again either variables or concepts from upper level ontology. Query 3 involves processing results of queries on LOD datasets (USCensus and SemWebCorpus), which do not share a direct link in the LOD cloud. Thus, LOQUS can unify answers even when sub-query answers are not directly connected to each other. Query 4 (adopted from DARQ) is identical in spirit to Query 2 as it mentions specific LOD cloud concept (From DBpedia). However, the query utilizes information from a single source. This illustrates, that LOQUS can execute and process results for queries involving just one dataset as well.

Our results demonstrate that we are able to provide a mechanism to execute challenging queries on the LOD cloud without any compromise on execution time and by covering relevant datasets. The LOQUS approach also allows queries to retrieve and merge results which involve resources not directly connected to each other in the LOD cloud. Our evaluation shows that the LOQUS approach allows effective federation of SPARQL queries over the LOD cloud by using SUMO, a common upper level ontology. Using this approach we are able to answer queries, which cannot be answered by other state of the art systems for LOD query processing. Table 8.5 presents the various parameters on which LOQUS was evaluated for the three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no.</th>
<th>query</th>
<th># results</th>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>execution time(seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Identify movies, countries where they were shot and the latest population for these countries.</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>LinkedMDB, Geonames, DBpedia</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Identify artists, whose albums have been tagged as punk and the population of the places they are based near.</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Jamendo, MusicBrainz, Geonames, DBpedia</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>Identify congressional districts with active researchers in the area of Semantic Web.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>SemWebCorpus, FOAF, Geonames, USCensus</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Find name, birthday and image of German musicians born in Berlin.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.5: Result execution of queries using LOQUS

queries. Due to the restrictions imposed by SPARQL endpoints, the number of results returned for the query may not match the total number of entities available in datasets. The execution time has been averaged over 5 runs of the query.
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Table 8.6: Comparison LOD SPARQL Query Processing Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LOQUS</th>
<th>DARQ</th>
<th>SQUIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requires user to know LOD Datasets</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Uses upper level ontology (SUMO) for query serialization and execution.</td>
<td>Requires formal description of datasets in the form of Service Description.</td>
<td>Requires an initial URI to execute queries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Creation</td>
<td>Creates query corresponding to every mapping for a concept.</td>
<td>Creates queries only corresponding to the concepts mentioned in the query.</td>
<td>Creates queries only corresponding to the concepts mentioned in the query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failsafe</td>
<td>Executes all subqueries for multiple mappings. Hence retrieves at least partial answers if a specific endpoint doesn’t work.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result Processing</td>
<td>Query answers, retrieved from different datasets are merged and presented to user.</td>
<td>Retrieves answers from only one dataset.</td>
<td>Retrieves answers from only one dataset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queries Answered</td>
<td>Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4</td>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Q2,Q4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.0.0.8 Qualitative comparison with other tools

Table 8.6 compares LOQUS with DARQ and SQUIN on various parameters. The queries were executed for LOQUS. For other systems it is based on understanding of the capabilities of the system. DARQ [96] is a query engine which provides transparent query access to multiple, distributed SPARQL endpoints as if querying a single RDF graph which relies on "Service Descriptions" to specify the capabilities of a SPARQL endpoint. One of the limitations of DARQ is the use of predicates to decide the SPARQL endpoint to send triple patterns. Hence, it requires predicates to be bound. Thus it requires use of multiple queries to fetch results for Query 1 and Query 2. Absence of direct link between SemWebCorpus and USCensus, makes it impossible to fetch results for Query 3 using DARQ. SQUIN [53] allows LOD query answering by asynchronous traversal of RDF links to discover data that might be relevant for a query during the query execution itself. Hence, it requires at least one ground concept in the "subject" or "predicate" position of the triples contained in the query. Due to this requirement for crawling data, it is not possible to answer Query 1. Similarly Query 3 requires crawling to be performed from two different ends and then merging the crawled results and hence cannot be answered by SQUIN.
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8.5 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge this is the first work presenting a system which allows users to query the LOD cloud without knowing the concepts from the diverse datasets and their interlinks. However, there are existing work on querying the LOD cloud which expects the user to know the concepts and the datasets which can answer the queries (introduced in the paper). These systems expect user to know the datasets and cannot answer the queries used for our evaluation. Another body of work which is related is the work in upper level ontology creation. A number of well known upper level ontologies such as SUMO [88], Cyc [99], and DOLCE [43] are available. In the past various domain specific ontologies have been integrated with these upper level ontologies [89, 34] driven by application specific needs. Other bodies of work relevant for this research is in the area of federation of database queries and schema matching and mapping.

8.6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an approach for querying the LOD cloud without intimate knowledge of the individual datasets and the interconnecting relationships. Our results demonstrate that we are able to provide a mechanism to execute challenging queries on the LOD cloud without any compromise on execution time and by covering relevant datasets. The LOQUIS approach allows automatic retrieval and merging of results for queries involving resources indirectly linked in the LOD cloud. Our evaluation shows LOQUIS approach allows effective federation of SPARQL queries over the LOD cloud by using SUMO, a common upper level ontology. Using this approach we are able to answer queries, which cannot be answered by state of the art systems for LOD query processing.

Our future work includes extending the upper level ontology for including other datasets, analysis of query logs for better support of query answering and optimization of query plans for faster query execution. We also plan to release the querying system and upper level ontology as an open source project. We could not provide an online querying system as demonstrator for this submission due to the required anonymity. This will be added in the final version of the paper.
Conclusion

9.1 Summary

In this dissertation, we have presented the research issues and challenges related to data integration and querying in big data along with their solutions. These solutions have been implemented and evaluated using Linked Open Data (LOD) as benchmarks. We have also explained the importance of these issues in regards to fulfilling the vision of semantic web.

There are number of reasons why these issues arise which are covered in great detail in the chapters. Some of these issues are as follows:

- Most of the data being contributed on the LOD is coming from independent data publishers. There is little or no communication involved between these independent publishers and has resulted in heterogeneous vocabularies being utilized for the same nature of data. In the absence of any explicit or implicit agreement, this process is bound to lead to heterogeneity in data and issues related to data integration.

- Another issue with LOD datasets is the massive reliance on converting relational data to RDF and eventually linked data. It is a well established fact that relational databases capture little or no semantics related to the data they store. Semantic web community makes an argument about differentiating itself from relational database community and capturing semantics of the data. Given that, it is rather ironic that tools and techniques like D2RQ and R2RML are the primary contributor of the data on the LOD cloud. Needless to say there is a lack of proper expression of semantics in this data. Hence,
the Linked Data community is facing the same issues related to data integration, which database community has been facing for a while.

- A related issue is the lack of established framework for querying of these independent and federated datasets. A good chunk of the solutions for querying of federated relational datasets rely on using an overarching schema for expressing queries. The lack of proper schema knowledge along with lack of overarching schema makes the querying problem more challenging and difficult to handle.

To alleviate these and other issues the dissertation has provided the following contributions:

- The dissertation provides a conceptual framework for using crowd generated data to identify semantic relationships between entities. Most of the previous works in the field of ontology matching depend on using linguistics based or rule based techniques for the purpose of relationship identification. The techniques presented in this dissertation are unique as they rely on noisy data generated independently by people to alleviate the issues plaguing the LOD cloud. These techniques have been implemented by BLOOMS [61], BLOOMS+ [67] and PLATO systems.

- The PLATO approach [62] is the only system of its kind which allows for identification of part-of relationships between entities. Further it also identifies the six different kind of part-of relationships presented in [118]. This approach utilizes data from both within the structured web as well as unstructured web to identify this relationship.

- Using the relationships identified by the approaches in the previous two items, a schema can be generated for the purpose of reasoning and proper knowledge representation. This schema can be utilized for the purpose of query answering and processing without knowing the individual datasets. This approach makes it easier to query and identify relevant knowledge from the LOD datasets. The applicability and ease of this approach has been demonstrated using the LOQUS system [64].

- The applicability of these approaches has been validated empirically using real data from Linked Data cloud. The experiments demonstrate that these approaches are scalable and work well even in case of noisy data.
The work though is a small step in the overall idea of using information contained within the datasets to improve the data. The approach has a potential to be used for solving numerous other research challenges. The subsequent section summarizes some of the challenges which can be solved using the idea of bootstrapping based approach.

9.2 Further Work

This dissertation has allowed for new methodologies for data integration and querying. These solutions have been demonstrated to be promising and can help in alleviating some of the issues plaguing the big and linked data cloud community. These solutions will open new areas for further research some of which are described as follows

9.2.1 Richer Relationship Identification on LOD

Using external knowledge and the existing relationships such as owl:sameAs, it is possible to identify richer and broader sets of relationships. This has two important implications for query answering that implicitly requires integration of LOD datasets: (i) it elicits more refined mapping between properties, and (ii) it enables aggregating and ranking triples from different LOD datasets.

For concreteness, consider the following example: There is an owl:sameAs link between the entity representing the movie *The Shining* on both LinkedMDB ¹ and DBpedia. Although they are talking about the same entity, the two databases provide different information about the entity. While LinkedMDB says *Jack Nicholson* is an actor in the film, DBpedia says *Jack Nicholson* is starring in the movie. By processing the equality of entity of interest (The Shining) and the value Jack Nicholson, it becomes possible to hypothesize the possible logical connection between the properties *actor* and *starring* between the two different schemas. This capability enhances the ability to answer broader set of questions. Thus, instead of limiting the vocabulary of users to a controlled and potentially unnatural subset from user’s perspective, we can allow flexible phrasing of questions due to the availability of mapping between the relations.

¹http://linkedmdb.org
9.2. **FURTHER WORK**

The work presented in this dissertation is a step in the direction of richer relationship identification. Identification of owl:sameAs and part-of relationship is just scratching the surface of this field and more work is necessary towards this field.

### 9.2.2 Yellow Pages for LOD

The number of datasets in LOD has grown above 300. However, there is a lack of a conceptual description of these datasets which makes it difficult to identify the datasets which can provide knowledge related to a specific domain. For example, a person looking for information related to parasites has no systematic way of identifying these datasets. In the absence of such systems it is difficult to perform query execution, information gathering and search on lod. While systems such as sig.ma [112] allow for search on lod, they do it only by finding resource(s) which contain a particular phrase.

There is a need for finding and ranking dataset based on their relevance to a specific term and/or domain. For this, a bootstrapping based approach can help greatly as a dataset with diverse domain and rich taxonomy such as Freebase, DBpedia [18] can be used for acting as a conceptual descriptor of the datasets. Using terms from these datasets, different datasets can be described and these terms can be used as pointers for the datasets. Using these pointers applications can traverse and consume the appropriate datasets depending on the application. We have performed limited testing of this approach and the initial results on around 40 different LOD datasets are rather promising. Using this approach, we have been able to automatically identify that BBC Music is related to the domain of music, entertainment, artists. Similar kind of evaluation has been done on other datasets such as Diseasesome, NASA, Ordnance Survey Dataset. The ultimate objective of this work is to provide a search engine for finding appropriate datasets for a given domain and provide an ontology similar to voID [1] but at a more conceptual level.

### 9.2.3 Flexible Question Answering using LOD

Question and Answering (Q&A systems) have been around for a while, their use has been limited due to various requirements related to tight adherence to a specific format. To eliminate the issue of tight adherence

---

2http://www.freebase.com/
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to the format of Q&A system, an expressive query language and its implementation can be provided to alleviate this issue. This further requires: (a) Development of semantic query graph (SQG) notation that is natural and easy to use conceptually, and convenient to translate to SPARQL automatically. (b) Mapping of concepts, properties, and triples in the user query to those available on the LOD, and (c) Selection of the appropriate LOD datasets and flexible ranking of answer sets.

The mapping of concepts and properties will be realized by extending the capabilities of our existing concept alignment systems, BLOOMS and BLOOMS+ [67, 61, 60] to generate better quality translations of query concepts and properties. The mapping of triples to the appropriate LOD datasets will exploit contextual information such as co-occurrence statistics, background knowledge, and provenance information. The SQG input will be modified through relevance feedback mechanism.

### 9.2.4 Property Matching on LOD

Ontology alignment systems have predominantly focussed on variants of isA-relationship among concepts (e.g., rdfs:subclassOf, owl:equivalentClass, and owl:sameAs). It is also important to learn isA-relationship among properties (e.g., rdfs:subPropertyOf) and other types of relationships among concepts (such as partonomy [65], causes [50, 103] etc) for developing natural and expressive queries.

To motivate this requirement, consider an example that shows how different property names are used to express the same relationship in two datasets in LOD. Consider the statement ”Professor X advises doctoral student Y”. In Dbpedia, this is modeled using a property name called doctoralStudent where professor X (dbpedia:Willis_Lamb) is connected to student Y (dbpedia:Theodore_Maiman) with a property called doctoralStudent. In Freebase the same relationship is modeled using a completely different property called education.academic.advisees. In Freebase the same professor X (fbase:Willis_Lamb) is connected to the very same student Y (fbase:theodore_harold_maiman) using education.academic.advisees as the connecting property. Although the two properties are semantically equivalent, it is difficult to see the similarity of them using simple techniques such as string matching over property names. Therefore a solution that goes beyond matching similar property names is required. There is a need for an algorithm that can identify similar property names which cannot be matched using already existing techniques for property mapping.
9.2. **FURTHER WORK**

The algorithm can utilize owl:sameAs relationships between two datasets to match property names in them. In doing so, the occurrence of similar subject and object values across datasets is analyzed. Given any two matching subject and object pairs which are connected with owl:sameAs links, the binding property names of those subjects-objects pairs may exhibit equivalent relationships. The equivalence relationships between two property names can be examined by taking into account the frequency of matching subject-object pairs found for those two properties in a sample set. It is understandable that some values for subject and object may match randomly. But it can be imagined that the valid matches outnumber the random matches when the analysis is performed for large number of instances.

9.2.5 **LOD Integration and Enhancement**

The LOD cloud as an integration of various heterogeneous datasets presents users with the unique opportunity to study relationships between various entities belonging to diverse domains. However, the absence of an overarching ontology requires users to have an intimate knowledge of the cloud such as which sections of the cloud should be queried for answers to parts of a given query. To query the cloud is also challenging because it requires users to execute queries at different independent endpoints and then manually combine the answers. This issue can be resolved by enhancing the LOD cloud with schema knowledge.

An upper level ontology can be created that will fill the void for the requirement of an overarching integration of the LOD cloud. The ontology will consist of a schema and appropriate mappings to the schema of LOD datasets. This will provide users a single reference point to identify the relevant datasets, rather than expecting the user to inspect multiple independent overlapping datasets before formulating the query. For example, the upper level ontology will contain the knowledge that bills are legal documents and plurality vote as represented in GovTrack is a subclass of bill as the following representation illustrates.

\[ \text{PluralityVote} \sqsubseteq \text{Bill} \quad (9.1) \]

This integration will significantly improve information integration, data cleaning and entity resolution. For example, it will allow a user to query for *Bill* in the upper level ontology (or even for *Law*, which would be a superclass of *Bill*), and the query system can then automatically specialize this to a query.
of PluralityVote for GovTrack, thus releasing the user from the burden of knowing about specific representations within LOD datasets.

It is also important to realize that this upper level ontology does not need to be created from scratch, since there are already good existing ontologies which can be used for this purpose. SUMO [88], due to its broad thematic coverage, seems to be an excellent starting point.

BLOOMS can a centerpiece in the creation of the upper level ontology from existing schema knowledge and ontologies. BLOOMS can be enhanced for all aspects related to upper ontology creation and query federation. In particular, support can be added for (1) other thematic domains which are insufficiently covered by Wikipedia, (2) mapping of properties and creation of property hierarchies, and (3) alignment of instance data. These enhancements follow naturally from the breakthrough results reported in [61], by complementing Wikipedia, as used in BLOOMS, by other resources such as WordNet or Cyc, and by systematically continuing the exploitation of the use of such resources for ontology alignment (which is the novel aspect in BLOOMS, on which its high performance rests).

Thus, BLOOMS will enable releasing an upper level ontology for LOD querying, which will essentially consist of a class hierarchy and a property hierarchy, for query federation.

9.3 Final Remarks

In conclusion, the dissertation has presented approaches for data integration, relationship identification and querying in scenarios where data is disparate, massive and created independently by various publishers. The dissertation has demonstrated that community generated data though noisy is still powerful and useful for identification of semantic relationship such as subsumption and partonomy between entities.

Secondly, these relationships ones established can be utilized for effectively answering queries over this data. This querying approach relies on the schema created by the relationship identification techniques identified above. Hence, there is a value in creating better models for knowledge representation rather than just creating richer instance base.

The approaches presented in dissertation work have also been validated on Linked Open Data Cloud
9.3. **FINAL REMARKS**

Our experiments demonstrate that semantic relationships can be identified between these datasets using the approaches identified above. Further, the querying approach allows querying of these datasets without knowing the individual datasets and schemas.
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